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LAW 03 INCOME SECURITY FOR CZECHOSLOVAK DEFENSE WORKERS 

[Following is the translation of a law fr°"^lzakonu 

(Compilation of Laws), Part 21* Prague, 29 May 1961, 
pp 1^1-1^3.] 

Announcement of the Central ©WciVof Labor Sectors+^ ^State 

KäS SSS ä^^^-HS^ ST^SucSate to preparation for the defense of the Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic. 

The Central Council of Labor Sectors and the State^Department of 

regarding Social Security. 

Section 1 

Citizens who participate to preparation for the defense of the 
Czechoslovak SoScfaliPst Republic hereafter referred to as   P^apant«■). 
will be provided with hospital insurance benefits and income Je°^y 

S^the eltent and under the conditions which are outlined on the «lflTOg 
SgSatSfoflhis notice; where no differences will arxse   the general 
rules of hospital insurance and security of income wall be valid m pro- 
viding such benefits for the employees. 

Section 2 

Preparation for the defense of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, 
(hereafS? reared to as »preparation«), includes military and physical perealter reierreu w t,   ^ essential preparations, it 

authorities, sono.    6       preparation will be considered only as 
participSon Sl^h^n actLnvhloh has been designated, organized, and 
executed. 
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Section 3 

For partipants in the preparation, the following benefits are pro- 
vided: 

1. Preventive and medical' care in accordance with regulations 
issued for this purpose. (Section 7, Paragraph 1 letters d) and e) of 
Medical Order: (Notice Ho 16^/1956* U.l»)« 

2. Hospital insurance benefits include health-resort, hospital 
and burial expense in the extent and under the conditions outlined in 
Section No b, ,    • •'• 

3. Under income security benefits are provided according to 
regulations in Sections 3V35f 37 andi38 of rthe Statute No if-l/1958 vol 
and Statute No 17/1959 vol, (hereafter referred to only, as "Social Security 
Law*). (Section No 30 Paragraph 3 of the Statute No 40/1961 vol, regard- 
ing the defense of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic). 

Section h 

Health-resort, medical and burial expense benefits, according to 
this announcement, are provided if a bodily injury, sickness or death 
occurred while participating in preparation or if illness was caused by 
the work; a direct connection of illness with participation in this 
preparation will be determined by a Medical Advisory Commission. ([Note:] 
Medical Advisory Commission at the District Sanitary Center, according 
to point 17/11 of the Instructions for Activity in Sanitary establish- 
ments, issued under Order No 3/1957 vol of instructions for the executive 
authorities of the State Committees). 

The participants will be periodically provided health-resort bene- 
fits in accordance with the rules pertaining to employees. 

A participant is entitled to medical insurance benefits during a 
working disability period resulting from an .accident or illness sustained 
while participating in preparation or in a directly connected occupation. 
Insurance is provided for the time in which the participant, due to this 
disability, is unable to earn his livelihood when his living expenses 
are, in effect, increased for the same reason. In case of work disability 
caused by sickness, the benefits are provided starting on the eigth day 
and in case of work disability caused by an accident on the job, they 

. begin immediately, on the first day. The disability benefit period coin- 
cides with the beginning of the working disability. (Section 1% Paragraph 
3 to 5 of the Statute No 5^/1956 vol  about the Employees' Hospital 
Insurance)» 

Medical insurance benefits are provided for working days only; 
they amount to 16 Kcs (Korun ceskoslovenskych) per working day. 

The survivors of a deceased participant are entitled to burial 
expense benefits, as are the. survivors of an employee. 

Section 5 

If a participant is entitled, under another hospital insurance 
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plan to benefits or coverage identical to those mentioned in Section k 
this claim remains unaffected' in case of additional benefits or coverage, 
and the benefits defined in Section k are then not applicable; if such a 
participant sustains an injury in preparation or in direct connection 
with it (occupational disease), this disability will be considered for 
medical insurance purposes as an industrail injury for which he is other- 
wise insured. 

Section, ,6 

If a participant in preparation becomes disabled or partially 
disabled due to an accident or sickness which resulted from his performing 
the duties connected with the designated program of the preparation, he 
is entitled to disability compensation or partial disability compensation 
in the amount set forth in accordance with Section No 35 of the Social 
Security Law« 

If a participant in preparation becomes disabled or partially 
disabled due to an accident or sickness which occurred in a direct con- 
nection with participation in preparation, but under other circumstances 
than those mentioned in the first paragraph, he is entitled to disability 
compensation or partial disability compensation in the amount set forth 
in accordance with Section No 35 of the Social Security Law. 

If a participant dies from an accident or sickness caused by the 
preparation or direct connection with it, the survivors are entitled to 
benefits in accordance with Sections Nos 20 to 25 of the Social Security 
Law, assessed according to the previously outlined compensation to which 
the participant would be entitled. The same rule applies to the survivors 
of a recipient of compensation provided in accordance with previous para- 
graphs. 

Section 7 

No insurance premium will be paid to reimburse the expenses incurred 
in connection with executing the regulations set forth in this announcement. 

Section 8 

Every participant who sustained bodily injury or illness during 
the preparation or in direct connection with it must immediately notify 
the unit which organized the preparation; the same rule applies to the 
survivors of a deceased participant. 

The unit which organizes preparation is required to cooperate in 
investigations which are important in determining the validity of a claim 
under the regulations of this announcement, and must issue a statement con- 
firming the findings of such investigations. The unit is also required 
to report the accident or occupational disease no later than eight days 
after the completion of investigations by the social security section of 
the appropriate State District Committee. This report should be accompanied 
by a detailed description. 
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Participants -who are insured under the rules of hospital insurance 
for employees should maintain their claims for hospital insurance benefits 
with those authorities who handle their insurance. The other participants 
should maintain their claims with their District Labor Sectors* Council. 
If they reside within the territory of Prague, they should maintain their 
claims with the Prague Labor Sector Council*      -.■.-..•■■.'.' 

Section 9 

The Notice No 11/1952 vol, defining the details concerning the 
protection of military training participants in case of accident or ill- 
ness, is herewith cancelled» 

Starting on the day that this announcement goes into effect, the 
regulations of the Notice„No. 238/1957 vol, concerning the members of the 
Civil Defense and dealing with the hospital insurance and income security 
for voluntary firemen, members of the Civil Defense, members of the 
Czechoslovak Red Cross, blood donors, members of the Mountain Guard, and 
social workers are fio longer in force. 

Section 10 

This announcement becomes effective as of 2 May 1961. 

10,506 
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NEW SERVICE REGULATIONS"'OF THE ARMED 
FORCES OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

/"Following is the translation of ah article by Deputy    ./' t 

Minister of National Defense Vladimir Janko in 
Obrana Lidu (People's Defense), Prague, 9 June 1961, 

pages 4-5 •_/ 

Just now the armed forces units are receiving the Internal Service 
Regulations of the Armed Forces of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic 
and the Disciplinary Regulations of the Armed Forces of the Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic which were approved by the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party and the President of the Republic. This is another proof 
of the everyday care of the leading factor of our society, the Communist 
Party of Czechoslovakia, in improving combat preparedness of our socialist 
country. 

The New Regulations Have Their Source In Changes 
In Our Society And In Military Science 

The new Internal Service Regulations and the Disciplinary Regu- 
lations supersede the present Basic Regulations which were entirely 
based on the Soviet Regulations of 1946, compiled on the basis of exper- 
ience from the Great Patriotic War. Their task of helping to build up 
class-conscious and politically firm Czechoslovak Armed Forces has been 
fulfilled. At present, owing to the sudden changes and the development 
which we have witnessed on a world-wide scale also in military science, 
they are no longer in accord with actual conditions and the new require- 
ments. - 

During recent years radical changes have taken place in the world. 
The political, economic and military strength of the socialist camp, 
which has become the decisive factor in the solution of all problems 
of further development of human society, has increased and been consoli- 
dated. The Soviet Union, with its consistent policy of peace, and Comrade 
N. S. Khrushchev personally, struggle very persistently and purposefully 
for the preservation of peace. The Vienna Meeting, held at the initi- 
ative of the USSR, is new proof of these facts. Nevertheless this is 
the first step toward elimination of the danger of another world war. 
Until an agreement on general and complete disarmament has been reached, 
we must be on the alert, increase vigilance and organization and improve 
the combat training and political education of the Czechoslovak armed 
forces. 

Czechoslovakia has completed the establishment of socialism, the 
moral-political unity of its people has been strengthened, and signi- ,, 
ficant achievements in the development of the national economy, science 
and culture have been made. Qualitative changes have taken place also 
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■within the Czechoslovak armed forces. As a result of the great organi- 
zational and educational role of the Communist Party, the unity of the 
army and the people, the coherence of the soldiers with the Party and 
the Governmentj their political,Consciousness and active attitude toward 
military service have been still further consolidated, the unity of the 
centralized government and the; soldiers! .initiative have grown along with 
the supreme commander's absolute authority and the concurrent expansion 
of the influence, of party organizations on all aspect of army life. 

The commanders, the Party-political organs and Party organizations, 
along with the youth organizations have accumulated during recent years 
a great amount of experience in,.£he ideological education of soldiers 
and their mobilization to achieve the best possible results in combat 
and political preparation. 

As a consequence of the development of weapons of mass destruction 
the character of today's warfare has changed and this is reflected in all 
types of armed forces in substantial changes, both in organization and. 
technical equipment and the methods of military operations. Now, more 
than ever before, the problems of the training of defenders of the father- 
land loyal to socialism, their conscious and strict discipline, and the 
necessity of development of their initiative at all:levels have stepped 
into the foreground. 

All the above mentioned changes have made it imperative to modify 
the Basic Regulations of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces. 

From the viewpoint of place and role of the armed forces of the 
CSSR as a part of the armed forces of the Warsaw Pact, it was necessary 
to achieve, within our regulations, harmony in the fundamental problems 
with the Basic Regulations of the Armed Forces of the USSR. 

For that reason the foundation of the new regulations are the 
I960 regulations of the Soviet army, but the pertinent resolutions of 
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, legal  . 
decrees and certain special features and usages were also taken into 
consideration. 

Ideological Sources of the New Regulations 

A correct approach to thorough understanding and application of the 
new regulations must be seen in close relation to understanding of all 
of the essential resolutions of the.CC of CPC on building an advanced 
socialist society and. its defense, especially the resolution of the CC 
of CPC of 8 December i960. "On Further Consolidation of Socialist Legal- 
ity," the resolution of the CC of CPC on the status of discipline, crimi- 
nality and extraordinary events, and the publication of a new law on the 
defense of the CSSR. 

Further development of an advanced socialist society requires that 
socialist changes be accomplished both in the consciousness of people 
and in their way- of life. 

This must £ind its reflection in that the entire society and its 
individual members will consistently follow the socialist principles in 
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life and work, that the relations in occupation and the mutual relations 
between the citizens will be' socialist, based on the principles of 
socialist coexistence; that the socialist citizens strictly observe the 
socialist laws and that they not only observe them, but see to it that 
all citizens do so. 

Conseqeuently there must be close cooperation between the educa- 
tion of people through work, the ideological-educational work of the 
developing social characteristics of a man, vigorously fighting the 
bourgeois remnants, and purposeful utilization of socialist legality 
and socialist laws. 

Also in the armed forces efforts are made for a purposeful educa- 
tion of soldiers toward fulfillment of the tasks of the training, espe- 
cially toward correct application of the socialist emulation method. 
The compass of the ideological-educational influence is further extended, 
having as its goal to attach the content of the ideological work to the 
concrete tasks of combat and political preparation. A successful and 
effective means to attaining these objectives is explanation of the require- 
ment of the basic regulations — the Internal Service Regulations and the 
Disciplinary Regulations, and their application in everyday educational 
work. Both basic regulations are fundamental legal documents governing 
the way of life and the training of the armed forces. They specify the 
general and functional duties of military personnel, their mutual relations, 
the principles of military disciplin and the disciplinary right of the com- 
manding officers, and'they develop the individual articles of the Constitution 
of the CSSR as they apply to the armed forces. Both regulations are clearly 
anchored in the leading role of the Party, and these documents contain the re- 
quirements of the CC of CPC for further intensification of party-political and 
educational work among the members of the armed forces in close unity 
with further consolidation of the supreme commander's authority. The 
new regulations, in accordance with the thesis of V. I, Lenin to the 
effect that the supreme commander's authority is the most correct and 
effective method of commanding armed forces, which secures flexibility, 
operativeness and united action of military units, set forth that com- 
manding officers are endowed with the supreme commander's authority and 
are personally responsible to the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia for 
permanent battle and mobilization preparedness of the units entrusted to 
them. They are also responsible for the combat and political preparation, 
for the training, military discipline, political and moral state of their 
soldiers, for the condition of arms, combat material and transport vehicles, 
and for the material and medical security of the unit. Both regulations 
reflect the degree of development of the Armed Forces of the CSSR, express 
their needs at the present time with regard to the degree of development 
and prospects of our socialist society and the defense of the revolution- 
ary features of our people and the whole socialist camp in conditions of 
contemporary military science. Contemporary warfare requires very strict 
execution of orders as never before in the history of military science. 

One of the most important conditions for high combat ability and 
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constant combat preparedness of the armed förces> especially in contempor- 
ary war, is firm military discipline. High discipline.increases the solid- 
arity of the armed forces; unites'the armies into one battle unit and 
enables the commanders to control and organize the combat activity and 
to dispose in time all forces and means for the fulfillment of the combat 
task. 

The quality of the combat and political preparation is necessarily 
conditioned by the state of discipline, organization and order, not only 
in the troop and its units, but at all command levels. High discipline 
and organization of life in troops lead soldiers to exactitude, consistency, 
stimulates their interest in the training, and secures the best possible ful- 
fillment of the assigned tasks, Contemporary combat, the application of 
new weapons, require, in order to achieve victory, the strictest discipline 
and exact execution of orders and regulations as never before in the his- 
tory of military, science. 

The basic requirements of military discipline are contained in the 
Disciplinary Regulations of the Armed Forces of the Czechoslovak Socialist 
Republic. This document represents a law which every soldier must obey 
without reservations. 

The very beginning of the Disciplinary Regulations emphasizes that 
military discipline is based on high political consciousness and Communist 
education of soldiers, on a deep understanding of patriotic duty, inter- 
national tasks, and absolute loyalty of the soldiers■ to their socialist 
fatherland, the Communist Party and the Government of the CSSR. 

, The system of education and training in our army lays main stress on 
the persuasion method. Military discipline is created and strengthened 
primarily through educational work combined with great knowledge and ambi- 
tion on the part of commanding officers. The education must be built on 
positive examples, and rewards are one of the important means of education 
of soldiers in the spirit of conscious military discipline, because they 
develop their activity and creativeness. Enforcement methods are used 
against those who have an incorrect and irresponsible attitude to mili- 
tary service, commit offences,. or disregard the rules of coexistence and 
public order. Experience shows that the application of both methods makes 
it possible to create discipline which meets the needs of the character 
and mission of our armed forces.. 

The essential articles of the Disciplinary Regulations define exac- 
tly the substance of military discipline, on what this discipline is based, 
to what it binds each soldier, and how it is attained. These essential 
formulations must be fully accepted by each soldier. 

The question of orders is esplained very clearly. An order is a 
law to the subordinates. It must be executed without opposition, exactly, 
and on time. The authority of the superior has its source in the func-, 
tioning state which is an expression of confidence given by the Commu- 
nist Party and the working people. This, in turn, creates the respon- 
sibility of evpry superior for his orders being in agreement with the 
interests of socialist society and that they do not violate socialist 
legality. 
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Special attention is given in the regulations to the prevention of 
offenses, investigation of the causes of offensös and to the elation of 
an SSacabll attitude of the collective toward violators of military 
discipline. 

Torlmprove the Standard of Disciplinary Practice 

Rewards and disciplinary punishment are effective instruments in 
the educISon £ soldiers.   The regulations state that every superxor^ 
in the education of his soldiers in the spirit of perpetual f^11^ 
o? all requirements of military discipline, is obliged to reward the sol- 
ders fo? right initiative, diligence, heroic acts and outstanding per- 

^^Se Ssdcl°pCrf authStTwith which the commanding officers are 
entrusted tthirty and the Government is instrumental in their strength- 
enS of discipline and education of our soldiers.    It is, however , neces- 
sarv that everj superior uses the rights granted to.Ida sensibly and with 
full responsibility toward the Party.   The superior commanders must check 
regularly^* teach constantly their subordinate commanders the right 
apSicatLrof disciplinary authority with which they are entrusted, application o ^P ^ ^^^ of soldlers is to resort to punish- 

ments only in extraordinary cases.    According to the character of the 
transgression   the superior is obliged either to reprimand the. violator 
Sd rfSnd hSi of hisPservice dutiel, or to impose disciplinary^ punish- 
ment onMm, or sometimes to hand over, the case for a public trial. 

Sf extraordinary importance for the formation of public opinion 
and for education of all members of the armed forces toward mexorable- 
ness toward all cases of breach of discipline is the correct and skill- 
?ul appUcatSn of the right to hand over violators for public trial. 
Tn"e commander is obliged to conduct such a ^a^^^L Insu^S 
with the assistance of the party (youth) organization, and to ensure its 
SSl orientation toward strengthening of military, discipline and to the 
correction, not only of the guilty individual, but also of all the partic- 
ipants in the trial!   It  should be said, however   that only a collective 
of high principles, which is morally united and has an implacable atti- 
tude Sward violators of discipline, can fulfill the educational purpose 
of a public trial.    Similarly, frequent use could lessen the effect of 
this significant measure.    A trial before the collective does not mean 
that thf supeSor may not apply a disciplinary punishment at the same time. 

A new disciplinary punishment, a severe reprimand, has been intro- 
duced, which is a transition to regulation punishment and incarceration 
punishment. „..„„•,        •      J.U      „n 

The Disciplinary Regulations, like the Civil Code, give the sol- 
diers the right of appeal in cases when they believe that they have not 
committed any transgression, or that the superior went beyond his discip- 
linary authority.    In punishments involving loss of liberty, the violator 
may protest the degree of the punishment imposed on him if he believes 
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that his superior has broken the principles of imposing punishments speci- 
fied in the regulations.  ■■•<: .-. 

The Internal Service Regulations —- Strict Organization 
of Life in the Armed Forces 

The Internal Service Regulations will play an important part in 
improving the organization of.life in the armed forces. The regulations 
require that the moral and political qualities of the military personnel 
be systematically enhanced, and oblige the personnel to observe the laws, 
live up to the military oath,, execute the orders of the commanding offi- 
cers, and honorably do military duty. The regulations specify that "A 
soldier is obliged to be disciplined, honest, truthful and courageous 
and must not spare his powers or even his life in fulfilling his military 
duties, must submit to his superiors without opposition, protect them 
in battle and faithfully guard the banner of his unit. He must know the 
requirements of the regulations and his, duties exactly, discharge them 
correctly and conscientiously, actively help to strengthen discipline, 
constantly improve his military and political knowledge, and perfectly 
master and care for the military material." 

In the spirit of proletarian internationalism' the regulations 
make it the duty of military personnel to strengthen the brotherly rela- 
tions between our two nations and to invigorate the friendship with the 
soldiers of the Soviet Army and the armies of other socialist countries. 

Our army is a people's army. For that reason the Internal Service 
Regulations demand of the soldiers that they constantly strive to consol- 
idate the unity of the armed forces and the people and to amplify the 
connection with the people. The regulations charge the soldiers with 
observing the communist moral code, to behave properly in public, to be 
courteous to the civilian.population, and help them in accidents and nat- 
ural disasters. 

Full responsibility before the Communist Party and the Government 
is carried by the commanders for battle and mobilization preparedness, 
the education and the moral and political state of the troops and units 
under their command. These extensive requirements could hardly be ful- 
filled by the commanders without support from the collective and appli- 
cation of its opinions and suggestions. The regulations have also taken 
this into consideration by instructing the commanders always to rely in 
the performance of their work especially on the party organizations and 
the youth organizations fcSU — Ceskoslovensky Svaz Mladeze — Czecho- 
slovak Youth' League_7 and to take advantage of their influence. 

Personal Interest of the Commanding Officers in the Political 
and Military Education of Their Subordinates 

An important prerequisite for improving the quality of the educa- 
tional work with the subordinates is that the commanders should know their 
subordinates well and personally take an active part in their political 
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and military education. Here obviously it will be necessary that the 
commanders deepen the contact with their subordinates, and improve the 
individual work with them. The commanders will have to study appropri- 
ate educational methods and apply them in practice. 

The solid fulfillment of the tasks of the combat and political 
preparation is significantly helped by socialist emulation. . Its meaning 
is in the fact that it facilitates the change of attitude of the soldiers 
toward active military service, toward military duties. Present exper- 
ience proves that correctly organized and channeled socialist emulation 
brings to the armed forces great values and essentially contributes to 
their combat preparedness. For this reason the regulations impose on 
troop commanders and their political Commissars the duty personally to 
organize and conduct the socialist emulation movement. 

The Internal Service Regulations particularize and supplement the 
duties of the individual functionaries, especially ;as regards increased 
responsibility for the education, the moral and political state and the 
care of the subordinates. Especially great demands are placed on regi- 
mental commanders, in connection with the changed character of contempor- 
ary warfare» They are responsible for the preparation of their regiments 
for military action. Under all conditions they must take measures for the 
protection of both soldiers and material against the effects of atomic 
weapons and other weapons of mass destruction. 

In contemporary military operations, as a consequence of high demands 
on the supervision over the combat and political preparation of the armed 
forces and the material and mastering and using of the techniques, the 
role of deputy commanders has gained considerably in importance. As a 
result of this the new regulations state that the deputy Commanders are 
direct superiors to all members of the regiment. It would, however, be 
erroneous to see in this provision only the fact that they are entrusted 
with disciplinary authority over the members of the regiment. This pro- 
vision in the first place emphasizes in present conditions the importance 
of their work and naturally also their responsibility in a specific field 
of activity and also for the care of subordinates. 

Working Time, Self-Education, Cultural Growth, Family Life 

The new regulations help also in solving the greatest problem of 
the present time — the general growth of the commanding body. The regu- 
lations do not specify explicitly when officers should be off duty, leav- 
ing it to the discretion of the superiors, according to the needs of the 
unit. Therefore the commanders and chiefs of all categories who are respon- 
sible for the over-all growth of their subordinates must plan and organize 
the work so that no unnecessary detention of officers occur in units before 
and after their regular duty, so that the working time is adequately uti- 
lized, and so that efforts are made all the time to find new reserves 
which can be used by the subordinates for self-education, cultural develop- 
ment and family life. 

The solution of this task, without impairing the combat preparedness 
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of the unit, depends also on high-c&allty performance by the noncommis- 
sioned officers. Consequently the internal Service Regulations charge 
them with certain service duties which formerly belonged to the officers. 

In the section speaking of the accomodation of soldiers there are 
specific instructions for maintaining order, both from the viewpoint of 
helath and hygiene and with respect to prevention of accidents and extra- 
ordinary events. The regulations stipulate that,it is imperative.to keep 
all buildings and areas in absolute order.. The experience with the Presov 
Appeal'demonstrates, that the initiative of the youth organization members 
can, if regulated properly, be of immense help to the commanders. 

"'' The New Organization of the Daily Routine Assignment 
to Duty, Military Duties, Roll Calls 

The organization of the daily program was changed considerably in 
comparison with the practice common when the previous regulations were^ 
in force. The new regulations emphasize the great organizational signi- 
ficance of the daily program, increase the responsibility of the commanders 
of all degrees and the men in charge of its everyday observation. 

The main purpose of duty assignments should be to ensure the unit s 
preparedness for executing daily duties, Certain duties performed in the 
mprning roll call (head, count, personal appearance inspection, etc.) will 
also in the future be performed at the duty post. 

A significant act of the daily routine is the assignment of duties. 
Its systematic execution enables the commander to place the unit on the 
alert for combat action at any time and to assign a special task to it. 

The respective commanders will have to supervise personally the 
assignment to military duties to ensure its regularity. The daily roll 
call will play a great role in the work of the commanding officers.. It 
will secure ä daily, personal, organized contact with the subordinates, 
and will make it possible for the commanders to exercise educational influ- 
ence on his subordinates regardless of the nature of the affairs that will 
be reported on during the roll call. 

In view, of the complete mechanization of the armed forces,.the new 
regulations contain additions and supplements concerning maintenance and 
proper operation of the combat and other material. 

'"   ;   ''•'.' Leisure, Short Leaves of Absence 

The completion of the cultural revolution in our country concerns 
also the members of our armed forces. Our soldier as well as other 
members of socialist society accepts the cultural riches of the past 
and of the present. To live a rich cultural life means for the soldier 
to like military service, to improve his technical education and quali- 
fications, to care for his over-all cultural growth, to strengthen.the  . 
comradely relations in the collective, and to use his leisure properly for 
over-all development. 
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Consequently the Internal Service Regulations stipulate, that the 
time assigned to leisure shall be used for expansion of the political, 
technical and general knowledge of the members of the troop, and for 
mass political, cultural and sports activities. The responsibility for 
full utilization of this time is with the commander, who is assisted by 
the youth organization (CSM)•». 

Changes are also made in the rules applying to leaves of absence .■: 
of privates and noncommissioned officers. The basic indicator in the 
determination of the length of the leave must be the observation of a 
constant high combat preparednessi The privates and noncommissioned 
officers who have not been assigned/to any duties in the combat assignment 
may leave the garrison with the knowledge;,of the company commander after 
the combat task has been completed* 

The problem of short leaves has been facilitated for the nonoommis'- 
sioned officers beginning with the rank of corporal 2""desatnik_7; for 
exemplary privates and class specialists of" the second and higher classes. 
The favoring of the above categories of military personnel is a reward 
for their efforts in strengthening discipline in the troops, in perfect- 
ing the mastery and technical skill and successful execution of the tasks 
of the combat and political preparation. 

The Regulations Should Be Well understood 
And Consistently Used 

The publication of the new Internal Service Regulations and the 
Disciplinary Service Regulations should become for all commanders and 
staffs, for all party and youth organizations, and for all military 
personnel an important milestone in the further improvement of the 
standard of the educational work, in a substantial consolidation of 
military discipline and the supreme commander's authority, in the exe- 
cution of all military duties, and in essential improvement of the orga- 
nization of and internal order in the armed forces. 

On the occasion of the promulgation of the new regulations the 
Minister of National Defense issued a special order and politico-orga- 
nizational directives. Both documents must become foundations for the 
study and practical application of the regulations. It will not be an 
easy task, to be discharged by a single action. It will essentially be 
a struggle for the consciousness of the people, where we shall have to 
take into consideration a certain conservatism and established habits. 

The first requirement will be thorough understanding of the signi- 
ficance of the new regulations for contemporary warfare and for further 
improvement of the combat preparedness of our armed forces. Just here 
the Communists and members of youth organizations must prove their 
capability, for the understanding of the political significance of the 
regulations is chiefly a matter for the Party. It will be necessary to 
make it clear to the soldiers that the task involves not only'thorough 
understanding, but also a systematic application of the regulations in 
the daily life of the armed forces. 
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The main method of study of the regulations will be preparation 
by the individual officers, especially by means of personal study. If 
we read carefully the individual paragraphs;and articles and learn them 
we shall see the profoundness Of th> thoughts, which are expressed in 
simple but clear formulations. The officer who studies the regulations 
is required not only to remember certain articles, but also to understand 
thoroughly their meaning and know when the respective articles should be 
applied. It "follows from this that ,to acquire good knowledge of the 
regulations is possible only through profound study and observation of 
their requirements. The regulatiofls should become to all officers, even 
to those who have been in service for a'long time, ä book with which they 
work every day. Mastering and application of the regulations should not 
become a once-for-all affair. It will be necessary to return to them all 
the time, and better ourselves in their fulfillment, one reason being 
that there will be new young soldiers in the army every year. Individual 
study^ however, should hot be the only method. No matter how well pre- 
pared the officer is, he will, need the assistance and advice of his older 
comrades and political workers. It will therefore be necessary to^help 
the officers by organizing lectures, reports, consultations and question- 
and-answer meetings. In popularization of the regulations, the main 
attention should be given to the understanding by the officers of the 
principle that these documents embody Lenin's principles of building up 
the armed forces, the directives of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia 
and its Central Committee on the training and education of our soldiers, 
all the new and progressive ideas which have been created in our society 
and in the armed forces in recent years. Furthermore, it will he neces- 
sary, in order to help officers and noncommissioned officers, to instruct 
them by means of practical demonstrations in how to apply the Internal 
Service Regulations in the military units. 

In testing knowledge of the various articles of the regulations we 
shall have to avoid any possible formalism. The main task of the study 
will be the acquirement of knowledge of the duties to the extent of the 
function and rank held by.the individual. Especially profound must be 
the knowledge of the general and functional duties, the ability to apply 
it in the life of the armed forces, and knowledge of all problems inhich 
are of decisive importance for strengthening discipline, organization, 
and strict military order in everyday life, both within the military 
formation and in public. • ■  ■ 

The study of the articles of the Internal Service Regulations and 
the Disciplinary Regulations alone and the testing of the knowledge will 
not guarantee success. We should not forget the words of Comrade V. I. 
Lenin that military discipline should be strengthened, not only by per- 
suasion but also through rigorous demands. Only by a combination of all 
instruments will it be possible to achieve success in training and educa- 
tion of the members of troops and units. It will be primarily a matter 
of personal example given by our commanders and officers of the staff 
of all ranks, both in combat units and in academies and institutions» 

The application of the new Basic Regulations must not become a once- 
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for-all affair, a campaign.    We need permanent consolidation of discipline 
Sd Movement of organization.   To maintain a high standard of discipline 
is always more difficult than to establish it.    Consequently the struggle 
for instituting the new regulations must be evaluated at regular inter- 
vals to ascertain what level has been achieved, and, on a higher level, 
measures must be undertaken for further improvement of conditions.   Many 
examples from our armed forces show that pfeople, and especially Commu- 
nists, want to have good, discipline| and highly combat-prepared armed 

There is no doubt that all commanders, .staffs and political workers, 
taking advantage of the immense power of the Party and youth .organizations, 
will take the task of mastering and instituting the new Basic Regulations 
in their hands.    If all Communist and members of the Youth League will 
concentrate their attention on profound mastering of the Basic Regula- 
tions and will act exemplarily in their methodical application, the intro- 
duction of the new regulations will result in substantial improvement in 
the organization of the life of the armed forces, elimination of all defi- 
ciencies which are still to be found in educational viork, in strengthening 
the educational work and in the demands of the  commanding officers in 
execution of the regulations and orders.    The new regulations willthen 
lead to a more orderly observation of the  resolution of the CC of CFC. 
«On the Status of Discipline, Criminality and Extraordinary Events» and 
thereby to further improvement of the combat preparedness of our people's 
army. 

10,132 
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AGREEMENT FOR INCREASED COOPERATION BETWEEN THE STATE BUREAU 
OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND THE CZECHOSLOVAK RED CROSS'; " 

following is the translation 'pf an unsigned article in 
Pracovnik CeskosloyenskejiO Getfyeneho Krizes .(Worker of the 
Czechoslovak Red Cross), Vol VIII, No 10, Prague, 25 May 
1961, pages 223-227*7 ,- 

The State Bureau of Social Security and the Central'Committee of 
the Czechoslovak Red Cross, assured by the results of the evaluation of 
previous cooperation and .owing to its further extending and deepening, 
proceed to sign an agreement for systematic cooperation to contribute to 
the more perfect realization of social security by the Narodni Vybors and 
an expansion of active participation of voluntary public health workers 
and members of the Czechoslovak Red Cross in the solution of social- 
problems. ':■■'„.■- 

. The State Bureau of Social Security and the Czechoslovak Red Cross 
have a number of common tasks. 

• The State Bureau of!-,-Social Security, in accordance with the new 
laws on the Narodni Vybors by which the democratic power of decision in 
the field of social security has been further enhanced, leads the organs 
of the Narodni Vybors — the commissions of social security — to the 
realization of social security and to the expansion of cooperation with 
the organizational components of the Czechoslovak Red Cross. 

The Czechoslovak Red Cross wins and educates working people for 
participation in the fulfillment of the public health and social tasks 
which are entrusted to it by the State. Realizing the importance of a 
further expansion of the active participation of our working masses in 
building an advanced socialist society, the Czechoslovak Red Cross leads 
its membership in the spirit of socialist humanitarianism to rendering 
help to the society, not only in the performance of medical services and 
execution of tasks but also in performance of services and tasks of a 
social character. 

In order to support these tasks, the State Bureau of Social 
Security and the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Red Cross have 
agreed the following: 

Article I 

The State Bureau of Social Security enacts to take the following 
measures: 

1. The organs of social security of the Narodni Vybors will be 
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instructed to win retired workers for active participation in the 
organization sectors of the Czechoslovak Red Cross. 

2 The officers or workers of social security of the Narodnx 3/ybors 
will accept functions in the organizational sectors of the Czechoslovak 
Red Cross and will work In them actively. , ,  , 

3 -The respective organization sectors of the Czechoslovak Red 
Cross will join the executive meetings of the organs of social security. 

k  The organs of social security will secure that the officers o± 
the Czechoslovak Red Cross and its voluntary public health workers are 
acquainted with the social security regulations which are necessary for 
the execution of the tasks which follow from this agreement. 

5. In social security establishments,' local groups of the 
Czechoslovak Red Cross will be established. 

Article II 

The Czechoslovak Red Cross enacts the folia? ing measures so that 

its organization sectors will help: 
1. In educating broad masses of the population about respect for 

old people and consideration of permanently disabled persons. 
2. In extending active old age, especially in bringing old people 

into public activities. 
3. In combatting invalidism. 
h.    In persuading its organizational sectors to assist the social 

security organs of the National Vybors to < 
a) Organize a nursing service for old citizens, chronically 

sick or lonely persons, and actively support its operation. 
b) Look for people who, because of social or economic reasons, 

need the help of the society, or actively participate in offering 

h6lPc) Look for physically or mentally deficient young people and 
see to it that adequate care be taken of them.       ..,..,,  -+u 

' -      d) Look for jobs for persons with a reduced work ability witn 
regard to their physical and mental qualifications and assist m 

watching the work conditions of these persons. 
e) Guard the hygiene and quality of communal boarding for 

retired persons and facilitate their improvement. 
f) Spread public health education also at retired persons 

homes and clubs. 

Article III 

The State Bureau of Social Security and the Czechoslovak Red Cross 
are convinced that signing the agreement will serve as a stimulant for the 
Narodni Vybors and their commissions of social security and for organs 
of the Czechoslovak Red Cross, for extending and deepening their mutual 
cooperation, and will result in the participation in actual tasks oi 
social security for the cadre of the workers of the Czechoslovak Red Cross, 
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Article IV 

The State Bureau of Social Security and the Czechoslovak Red Cross 
will issue joint directives for effecting this1 agreement. 

Prague, 7 April l$6l. 

Czechoslovak Red Cross        * :, / ', .'-.j.. State Bureau of Social Security 
Frantisek'Janouch, MD        Signed/' Evzen Erban 

We are publishing here the agreement which has been recently 
signed by the State Bureau of Social Security and the Central Committee 
of the Czechoslovak Red Cross. We are firmly convinced that this agreement 
will contribute to an improvement in fulfilling the tasks of social security, 
as well as to a more systematic fulfillment of the social-medical tasks 
of the CSCK. 

The Czechoslovak Red Cross now has about 1,300,000 members, of whom 
hundreds of thousands are very active and enthusiastic workers in the 
social-medical sector; most of them are very interested in proving their 
services also in the social sector. 

The State Bureau of Social Security, together with the Central 
Committee of the Czechoslovak Red Cross, sets up the following main 
principles for effecting the above agreement. 

In order to secure permanent cooperation between the social security 
organs of the Narodni Vybors and the organs of the Czechoslovak Red Cross, 

■  A. the State Bureau of Social Security recommends to the organs 
of social security:  ■ 

1   To invite to the joint meetings of the representatives of the social 
security commission, public health commission, and the Kraj (Okres) Trade 
Union Council (the so-called "trio" ^/trojkaj), a representative of the CSCK 
who will be appointed-by the Kraj (Okres) committee of the CSCK. 

To establish for the sake of organizing and securing nursing 
services at the social security commission a coordination corps (operational 
group) consisting of the social security commission representative (usually 
its chairman or the chairman of the inner commission), the public health 
commission (usually the chairman of the public health section of the Narodni 
Vybor), the CSCK committee (usually public, health secretary), and the 
Women's Council. 

To include in the operational plans of both components solid content 
and concrete forms of cooperation, depending on local problems and needs, 
to check how they are fulfilled, and -to remove the shortcomings which 
are discovered. 

To establish the cadres of the social security commissions to win 
activists from among the membership and public health workers of the CSCK. 

To invite, according to the actual need, representatives of social 
security organs and the organs of the CSCK to meetings, consultations, 
instruction and executive meetings, and conferences, at which their 
participation will contribute to a successful discussion and'securing of 
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+Vio +a«?lfq of social security or the tasks of the CSCK. 
To publish in instructive publications (bulletins, methodological 

instructions, brochures, and other materials) designated for the lower 
organizational sectors examples of good arid bad cooperation and thereby 
to transmit experiences and work for-eliminating shortcomings. 
to transmit^i outstanding and devoted workers from among the membership 

of the CSGK, especially public,health workers of the CSCK c^^^ 
nursing service tasks, in commending or rewarding citizens for outstanding 

""* ^"i^Ac^ive «** in the CSCK Sectorsto help 
in recruiting members, and to establish factory groups of the CSCK, 
esoecially in social security establishments. 

To encourage officers and workers of social security sectors 
(including public health workers from social security establishments) 
to aocep? functions in the organs of the CSCK (in committees and their 
commissfonsr^rk in these functions actively, and become propagators 

of the idea of the CSCK. w*a-\+h 
To organize training of officers, members, and public health 

workers of the CSCK, uhich will be sponsored by the respective committee 
of the CSCK in social security problems, especially on supplemental 

and ^%^^ll^ll'Comaittee  of the CSCK recommends to the committees 
of the CSCK in the krajs, okreses and communities: 

the £U^ble the ^^ers and officerg of social seCurity (including 

physicians, middle- and lower-level public health workers from Social 
Security establishments) to participate in the work of the CSCK (m 
commissions, plenums, and committees of the Krajs, Okreses and groups of 

the CSCK, etc.). ' •++„„., n<>  o^-iai 
To select and recommend for commissions and committees of social 

security section of the Narodni Vybors the most capable officers, members, 
S physicians of the CSCK, to follow their work, ^f^^P^J^' 
and to accept their comments for improving the work of the CSCK m social 

security. ^^    ^  ^ training and instruction programs of officers, 
members, and physicians of the CSCK, lectures given by officers, social 
security, and social care workers, especially those dealing with addxtxonal 

and institutional care.^      ^ ^ ^ ^ CSCK branch   nd 

for other types of public activity and thereby to contribute practically 
to extending active old age. To educate wide masses of the population 
in respect for old people°and permanently disabled persons  Commissions 
for youth will act toward this end upon young medical workers of the CSCK 
'and through them, on the education of other groups of young people, and, tnrougn   ,   ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ against 

illness absences and in looking for and standardizing jobs for persons 
with a reduced work ability. They will notify the rrtanagement of the 
company, the factory physician, and the ROH organization of 'the deficiencies 
In S working conditions of these people and will assist m removing these 
deficiencies. They will assist in educating persons with a reduced work 
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ability toward a proper way of life and toward observing the principles 
of safe, work. ._  ... 

The CSCK sectors will assist ih.looking for persons who, because 
of economic or.social reasons, need the help of society; the sectors will 
also give their names to the social'security organs, together /with the .' 
particulars of their accommodations, economic, social, and' other conditions. 
.They will secure the help of the CSCK members for tflaese persons if . 
possible. -Special attention will be given to looking for and.reporting 
physically and mentally deficient young people, and securing adequate 
care for these young people in families, or their placement in Social 
Security establishments. 

Public health patrols, public health collectives, and voluntary 
nurses of the CSCK will assist social security branches and branches of 
the State Medical Administration in keeping a check on the hygiene and 
quality of communal dining facilities for retired people.(factory cafeterias, 
restaurants, special pensioners1 cafeterias, in pensioners' clubs); they 
will also assist in improving their standards and notify the district 
physicians or okres hygienists and social security commissions of defici- 
encies which it will not be possible to'.remove through, personal contacts. r 

At the,same time they will assist in educating retired people in observing 
the principles of a correct diet, commensurate to their age, and physical 
condition. 

The CSCK committees of all degrees and their commissions'(especially 
public health, or social. — if established) will lead public health workers 
of the CSCK, especially voluntary nurses, toward extending and broadening 
practical nursing services. They will help the organs of social security 
in organizing and realizing a systematic research of the needs of the 
nursing service. For the purpose of organizing this service and'for 
cooperation between the State Medical Administration's organs, the social 
security organs, and the CSCK, special instructions in this field are in 

. force. 
The CSCK committees of all levels, especially district committees 

and committees of local groups of the CSCK, will assist in carrying out 
public health education in retired persons clubs and homes, emphasizing 
especially old people's needs. 

Okres committees of the CSCK will, in agreement with the management 
of the respective establishment, build up factory groups of the CSCK at 
social security establishments (old persons' homes) and will direct their 
activities especially toward improving the public health education of retired 
persons, and toward developing their cultural and social life. 

C. The State Bureau of Social Security and the Central Committee 
of the CSCK recommend that the social security commissions and the CSCK 
committees in Krajs, Okreses, and communities discuss this agreement and 
the principles upon which it will be put into practice, and establish 
concrete contents and concrete forms of a systematic cooperation in order 
to contribute further substantial achievements to improving the social 
security state. 

10A32 
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ROLE OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK RED CROSS IN METALLURGY AND MINING 

/Following' is the translation of an unsigned article in 
■ • Pracovnik Ceskoslovenskeho Cerveneho Krise (Worker of the 

C^hSslovak Red Cross), Vol VIII, No y, rrague, 10 May 
I96I, pages 195-199J 

An agreement between the Ministry of Metallurgical Industry 
and Ore Fining, the Trade Union of the Metallurgical Industry 
and Ore Mines,-and the Czechoslovak Red Cross on cooperation 
to secure preventive, hygienic and medical care for workers 
in the metallurgical industry and ore mining. 

The victory of socialism in our country, which was achieved by our 
working masses under the leadership of the KSC ^om^isticka Strana 
CVskoslovenska -- Communist Party of Czechoslovakia/, made it possible 
to concenSate the powers and means of the society for a further improvement 
of the Sving standard of the working people. The bold goals in completing 
the  construction of an advanced socialist society, the great development 
of the national economy, the gradual reducing of working time, and the 
äpro^eännftne worÜng and living environment of ^^IZe^lT' 
ful and concentrated efforts of all working people m the fulfillment ol 
S£ above tasSs and a close cooperation between the organs of State govern- 
ment and the mass organizations of the working people. 

The metallurgical industry is of essential aportace to the 
development of other branches of national economy. The tasks with which 
it wafcharged in the Third Five-Tear Plan are so ambitious that without 
the active cooperation of all working people in creating the^most 
advantageous work conditions they could not possibly be fulfilled. 

It the present time, serious deficiencies of metallurgical works 
and ore mines In the field of health protection are felt. There are 
sJrious oStacles on the road toward a further improvement of the living 
standard of the working people, and they call for an j^diate solution 

Tt is necessary to arrive at a considerably reduced rate oi acciden-os 

and a vi^lL™?^ work **«^\^^^£J^£m 

of the dust content, the radiating heat, and noise. We need further to 
complete the necessary social, medical, and hygienic establishments at 
uorks to eliminate the contamination of the air and surroundings of 
factories and Snes with harmful byproducts, andto reduce considerably 
the contamination of water channels with industrial refuse.   _ 

It is, moreover, necessary to deepen and improve the quality of 
the medical service offered to the working people, to improve the 
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administration of first aid and bring the firät aid as close as possible 
to the work posts, to improve the standard of preventive care, and to 
utilize for preventive tasks as many workers.as possible.■■ A significant 
part in securing these tasks will be assumed by our communal public health 
organization, the Czechoslovak Red Cross, as a direct participant and 
supportor in the struggle for a healthy way of living for our people. 

The success of fulfilling these ambitious t-asks -will depend on 
the close cooperation of the workers of the" national economy, union 
officers, and medical workers of the State Medical Administration, 

Within the framework of this agreement the Ministry of the 
Metallurgical Industry and Ore Mines and the subordinate organizations 
commit themselves to do the following: 

The Ministry of Metallurgical Industry and Ore Mines will secure: 
1. Completion of the needed medical establishments according to 

the standards of the Public Notice ;No 2^1/52 U.L., and a formulation of 
the plans of the Third-Five-Year Plan according to the comments of physicians, 
hygienists, and members of the Czechoslovak Red Cross working in the patrols, 
units and shock-collectives of the Czechoslovak Red Cross. Furthermore, 
it will make efforts to integrate the plans of the Ministry's investment 
construction with the territorial plans of the Narodni Vybors from the 
viewpoint of improving the quality of construction of the auxiliary 
cultural, social, medical, and water-resource establishments, and try to 
improve the cooperation with hygienists in evaluating projects, in changes 
of production planning and technology, and-will consider their suggestions 
and the suggestions of the workers, especially of the Czechoslovak Red 
Cross physicians. 

2. Training and additional training of all leading workers to meet 
the hygienic and medical minimum and.the safety regulations, in cooperation 
with the State Medical Administration and trade unions. 

3. Completion of first-aid stations, in cooperation with physicians. 
1*. Control, to provide for greater attention to the physiological 

conditions of work, work breaks, shifts of employees, gradual elimination 
of hard work through application of mechanization, order at work posts, 
and to the organization of work for a reduction of overtime. It will take 
into consideration the suggestions of workers, especially members of the 
Czechoslovak Red Cross and work-safety patrols. 

The production-economic units will secure: 
1. Improvement of working conditions in order to eliminate the' ' 

causes of accidents and occupational diseases through the introduction of 
new mechanization and automation. Furthermore, there will be gradually 
introduced technical health-protecting equipment such as exhausts and dust 
filters, air and water screens, ventilating and heating equipment, and 
modifications made in ventilating hot shops. Illumination of work posts 
will be improved, the factory areas will be rearranged, green belts of 
vegetation planted, and the internal furnishings of work posts will be 
systematically improved. Greatest efforts will be directed to hazardous 
areas, where there are high bonuses because of surroundings harmful to 
health or where exceptions to the ministerial regulations were made, and 
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further to sufficient quantities of jaSsunö'-technical equipment, its _ 
proper maintenance, and failure-free operation. In the solution of the  _ 
above tasks, technicians and innovators will participate; thorough discussion 
must be guaranteed to all suggestions,of workers, especially physicians 
of the Czechoslovak Red Cross. " „, 

2' Fulfillment of the tasks of the Public Health Five-Tear Plan 
and the specific tasks resulting from the government resolutions on the 
battle against silicosis and contamination of air and industrial water. 
For the solution of these tasks, brigades will be established at works 
from the ranks of technicians, physicians, union officers, and workers 
of the respective establishments, especially members of the Czechoslovak ■ 
Red Cross. The necessary social and medical establishments specified in 
the overall plans of public health provisions will be completed, especially 
lavatories, dressing rooms, drying rooms and laundries for work clothes, 
kindergartens and nurseries, shop cafeterias, coffee shops, snack bars, 
movable stands with refrigerated soft drinks, showers, rest rooms for 
women - all in sufficient number and furnished adequately in agreement 
with the principles of• modern sanitation.- In older plants priority efforts 
must be made to solve this problem and to.eheck the facilities regularly 
according to the valid regulations. In new plants the necessary facilities 
must be installed in advance of the time with regard to the future needs 
and the development of the works. Kindergartens, nurseries, and communal 
dining facilities should be built very soon. It will be necessary to secure 
sufficient quantities of potable and utility water. In shop cafeterias 
a gradual improvement of the quality and assortment of meals should be 
provided for and conditions for a transition to varied menus should be 
formed. Sufficient quantities of suitable drinks and construction of new." 
soft-drink production centers directly at factories should be secured at • 
high-temperature shops. Conditions must be secured for the sanitary 
operation of cafeterias in cooperation with the workers, especially members 
of the Czechoslovak Red Cross. -., 

3  Training and additional training of all workers to provide 
them with the public health and sanitation minimum knowledge and with a know- 
ledge of safety regulations, in cooperation with'the State Medical Adminis- 
tration, trade unions, and factory groups of the Czechoslovak Red-Cross. 

U. Adequate supplies for the first-aid stations of medicines, 
medical materials, and rescuation instruments. Similarly adequate supplies 
must be secured for shop medicine chests, and their upkeep and economical 
utilization controlled; rendering of first aid must be Close to the posts 

of work on all shifts; . ,_*■->*      <•„+,, 
5. Accepting of machinery with pneumo-techmcal and saiety 

supplements only. Under no circumstances shall equipment be put into_  _ 
operation before it is complete, even with regard to the medical, hygienic 

and safety requirements. ...  .  ,. ,+ ,„>,«, or>H 6. Assignment of workers with minor injuries to light jobs and 
proper posts of work where they can work without endangering their health, 
in cooperation with professional physicians, trade unions, ana factory 
organizations Of the Czechoslovak Red Cross. For that purpose, auxiliary 
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shops : rehabilitation centers,',centers for persons with reduced work  -,-■ 
ability Sll be established at factories; at larger plants, traxnxng 
„entpv.q for newlv hired employees* , centers for newly      ^ ^ organizational conditxons at 

companie and subordinate plants for a very extensiveJevelopircnttfthe 
activities of Czechoslovak Red Cross groups. In analyzing, ^aluating, 

^  ~n^w +hP tasks in all problems of health protection and work 
Se* tS§p oduction-ecofomi^ units will cooperate with and be supported 
ZtZ  factorv organizations of the Czechoslovak Red Cross. - 
by the S: CzechoSovL Red Cross obligates itself to direct the^cti^taea 
of all its organs, within the.present agreement, especxally to the 

following tasks:c^      ^ of ^ CSCK will b primariiy 

oriented with the improvement of health and sanitation condition* and 
antSacciSent care at plants of the metallurgical industry and xn ore 

mXajag'lji  Comp--lating the task plans of the'CSCK factory groups* the 
Public SalS Five-tfar Plan, the comprehensive plans of medical measures, 
aÄ collective agreements of companies will be taken in^ consxderatxon. 
ana w»   ^ factory groups of the CSCK will set' forward, through _ 
their members, their suggestions with regard to hygiene and■safety xn 
the approval of work operations, in studying and approving xnvestments, 
and in evaluating the sickness and accxdent rates.  ■ 

I With Effective assistance from factory physxcxans, ^™ 
officers and the company management, the factory groups of the Czechoslovak 
Red Cross will quickly provide extensive and supplementary educatxon for_ 
*ni Smolovees of metallurgical works and ore mines in medical and hygxenxc 
SniZ'sS^rdsrwUh /special emphasis on accident prevention  wxthxn 
time' limits agreed upon by the management of the works and the KUH 
(Svolicni Odborove Hnuti - Revolutionary Trade Union Movement). 
(    ucnx ihe factory groups of the CSCK, assisted by ^e management 
of the Plant and the unions, will extend the membershxp basis of the CSCK, 
especiaSj drawing from the'collectives of workers in hazardous shops, 

fOVe^S^^  oTthe CSCK will build up the organization of 
the Czechoslovak Red Cross (patrols, units, and ^^iTlTTalfl^tthä 
develop the movement of brigades of socialist work which will fulfill the 
2S public health- pledges  The Czechoslovak Red Cross wxll ^ 
Lke efforts to ensure observation of the prxncxples of a healthy and saie 
work bfthe collectives participating in the fulfillment of production 
tasks  In cooperation with physicians, the CSCK groups will organize 
xtctures, discussions, and mass cultural programs for these collectxves. 
lectures  x oam±t[eeB  Gf the factory groups, or even the okres 
committees of the CSCK will evaluate regularly the results erfwork^f the 
CSCK at factories with the participation of unxon officers, factory 
Dhvsicians, sanitarians and lecturing physicians.  ■■ M„n*Ä 
physxexans,^ ^ ^ cscK        

f?rma^?rsf lid ^ ' 
through their members, high-quality and timely renderxng of first aid at 
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nosts of work, at all shifts, and will care for an economical and 
mrposeiul utilization of first aid medicine chests and other medical 
Serial. The factory groups.of the CSCK mil secure participation of the 
r^CK  members in the work-safety patrols. ., ^       .  •,-,„, 
CSCK members i       cornfflissions 0f the factory committee especially 
in the commission of national insurance and the commission of protection 
and safe™"ork, the members of the CSCK will help in ^ J^*08^' 
viits in finding out at the request of the factory committee and the 
factory SysSia^the living conditions öf the ^^nts,^B^et,^ 
wheS the directions of the physician are observed. They will further 
assist in looking for jobs for persons with a reduced work ability, 
pregnant women öuvenjles,üetc.^the ^    ^ ^^  ^ ^ 

of eduction and proggLdaso that the public health consciousness of 
a-n workers will find a practical expression in everyday Hie. 311 ""Tne Union of Employees of Metallurgical Works and Ore Mines within 
the framework of this agreement, will direct the activities of all its 
organs and officers to the solution and fulfillment of the following main 

t3SkS: 1  Tasks of the Public Health Five-Tear Plan and comprehensive 
,,nc TlS1'-, hp -ppaiized through collective agreements at factories with plans will be realized xniuugu u        fartorv groups of the Czechoslovak regular supervision in the presence of the lactory groups 

Red ^''Analyses of sickness and accident rates will be discussed in 
the presse of and with the participation of members of the Czechoslovak 
Red Cross and the work toward reduction of the sickness and accident 
rates will oe accomplished with the effective participation of the factory 

groups of theeCSCK.   ^ ^ win bring into the work of their 

commissions increasingly more members of the CSCK and will rely to an 
increasing extent on the work of the factory groups of the Czechoslovak 
Red Soss'in securing conditions for a healthy way of life and work of 

the working^g*^^ and fields ,ork.safety patrols will be 

established with a full utilization of the CSCK members. The factory 
committees wiS take an active part in assisting in the expansion of the 
meXrshi? basis of the Czechoslovak Red Cross and in establishing public 
SeaSh formations at factories. They will also secure conditions for 
development of the socialist pledge movement, shock-groups and collectives 
eolpetSg for the title "Brigade of Socialist Work," so that in J^^ 
orKLpetitive production tasks, these collectives ,ill observe at the 
same time public health, sanitation, and safety regulations, 
same time public^    comraittees will evaluate regularly, once a year, 

the help of the ROH to the factory groups of the Czechoslovak Red Cross 
and rail iointlv public health meetings and conferences, 
and call 3°^ P    committees will render effective assistance to the 
public health service and the CSCK in the field of public health education. 
They wiU ieepen their educational work primarily in the struggle against 
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^^^^^^^^^ 

disorder and lack of discipline, alcoholism, violation.of treatment 
regulations, failure to use personal protective aids, etc. 

... /Signed.7 

Alois Kopacek,     \, Eng Miloslav Smok, : ". 

President, of the Trade Union        Minister of Metallurgical Industry 
of the Employees... of Metallurgical    and Ore Mines  ,..,.-; 
Industry and Ore Mines . ' ' '  .   ' 

Frantisek ja^ouch, MD, . 

President of the Central 
Committee of the Czechoslovak 

'■ '     ' Red Cross 

10,132 
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HUNGARIAN MILITARY PENAL CODE 

/Following is the translation Of Public Law 62 .(19^8) 
published in Hatalyos Jogszabalyok Gyu.jtemenye t 19^5- 
1958, Vol 1, Budapest i 19o0, pages 45-55.*/ 

Date of Announcement:  30 December 19^8 

PART I — General Provisions 

Chapter I — Introductory Provisions 

Application of the Penal Code 

1. Unless this law states otherwise, persons falling under 
the jurisdiction of the Military Penal Code-must be indicted ace-, 
ording to the Civil Penal Code, regardless whether the crxmes 
committed were military or civil crimes. 

Military Crimes 

2. (1) Crimes defined in part II are military crimes. Mil- 
itary crimes are also considered as such if so defined by other 

(2) Military crimes can be committed by military per- 

sonnel only. ... .  ,„ al1 (3) Military crimes must be punished ex oltxcxo xn axx 

cases. 

Crimes Committed Against Soldiers of Other States 

3. A crime committed against a soldier of an allied army 
during war is considered to have been committed against a Hun- 
garian soldier. 

Time of. War 

k,     (1) The government announces the dates upon which 
special wartime regulations are instituted or terminated. 

(2) The government may use martial law xn time of peace 
if the country's peace is threatened. 

Chapter II — Personnel Affected by This Law 

5. The regulations stipulated in this law are applicable 
to military personnel, except the regulations given in part IV, 
No 130-131, which apply to civilians as well. 
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"9LHU.4II f    r'l^tfWW»-' 

Crimes Committed Abroad eyen when the mil 

itary orl.e'irroiitted^road or in  territories under the   0un- 
stiction  of an allied country  during war, 

Chapter III - Punishments and Other Regulations 

Capital Punishment !' J ■   ■.■" '   ; ■ ■'     .., 

7.     Capital ;punishmenti  afepenalty. for military 'crimes, 
must be executed" by'shooting. _ 

8-10.    Repealed by  law No 5,  1»?. 

Work House 

11. Repealed by Law No 39, section 2, 1950. 

Loss of Office 

1?  Forbidding the exercise of various rights does not 
12. EorDiaaing, "       ,h  ■, w says otherwise, 

affect military office unless another law say 

Special Supplementary Punishments , ,    . 

13  (1) This law specifies supplementary punishments as: 
1) reduction to lower rank 
2) demotion in rank 
3) exclusion from promotion    v  .     •. 

I]  loss of ran* ^^^tTlnTTZ'^  ordered 

separately or together; that of *),. oniy  B 

Reduction to lower Hank 

lh. (1) A reduction must he ordered if ^^^^^ 

„ear his rank without ^^ZTXl^l.- 
.f the rank^or^at Tourf rSes a loss of certain rights, reduc- 

tion in rank must always be specified. 

Duration of Reduction to a lower Rank 

15. (1, u  reduced person loses his rank and ^Privileges 
held by hinself or hie relatives, from the St-te by vir 

.former rank.  ^ ^^ .f .t so to?ld88l.r accept the lose of 

privileges by the reduced ^».^Ä".«« of reduction. 

% SeciS Regulations pertain to regaanang one's 

former rank. 
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Demotion in Rank. 

16. (1) This step is taken if a soldier proves himself to 
be incapable of carrying out the duties which go with his rank. 

(2) A soldier may be demoted to any lower rank* 
(3) Demotion in rank affects a soldier's privileges only 

when the court specifies a reduction in the soldier's allotment. 
A soldier may be demoted to any.lower salary bracket, but not 
below the bracket which goes with his new rank. 

Exclusion From Promotion 

17. (1) This step is taken when a soldier proves to be in- 
capable of executing the duties of a higher office. 

(2) The exclusion may be permanent, or may range from 
one to five years. 

(3) The salary of an excluded person also may not advance. 
W)  The exclusion period begins on the day when the 

soldier could have been promoted had he not been excluded'from pro- 
motion. 

Loss of Rank and Decoration Chevrons 

18. (1) This sentence can be pronounced if the court decides 
that a soldier was convicted for a crime which makes him unworthy 
of wearing his chevrons. 

(2) A soldier may lose both his domestic chevrons and 
the permission certificate authorizing him to wear foreign chevrons. 

Probational Suspension of Punishment 

19. (1) Para (3) of section 55 of the Penal Code is appli- 
cable under military jurisdiction with the modification that pro- 
bationary suspensions cannot be granted, even if it appears 
unnecessary from a disciplinary point of view. 

(2) Supplementary punishments 1), 2), and 4) (section 
13) are to be carried out on the day of sentencing.  Punishment 3) 
is to begin according to (4), section 17. 

Chapter IV — Attempt 

20. Repealed by Law No 39, section 2 (1950). 
21. This contradicts section 18 of the Penal Code; hence, 

it can be considered repealed. 

Chapter V — Reasons for Mitigation or for Exclusion of Allowances 

Extreme Emergency 

22. Extreme emergency (Penal Code, section 16) does not_ 
exclude allowance for an act which causes a violation of a mili- 
tary duty demanding the sacrifice of a life. 
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Imprisonment Supplementing the Death Penalty 

23. If a military crime subject to the death penalty is 
committed, section 51 of the Penal Code is used. The period of 
imprisonment cannot be less than five years. 

Serious Cases 

24. (1) Punishment for serious cases, as defined in part 
II of this law, can be specified if the situation demands its 
application. 

(2) Repealed by section 2 of Law No 39, 1950. 

Regulations Dealing With Minors 

25. Laws pertaining to minors do not affect military juri- 
sdiction unless a minor falls under military jurisdiction as 
a civilian. 

Chapter VI — Perpetration of Several Crimes by One Person 

26. This section became void through the repeal of, 
Law 33, 1912. 

Chapter VII — Reasons for Beginning Criminal Procedure and Reasons 
for Vetoing the Execution of a Punishment 

Postponement 

27. Repealed by section 2 of Law No 39, 1950. 

Vetoing the Postponment of Supplementary Punishment 

28. Repealed by section 2 of Law No 39, 1950. 

PART II — Military Crimes 

Chapter I — Mutiny and Instigation 

Mutiny 

29. Soldiers who openly oppose military service regulations 
commit mutiny. 

Punishment of Mutiny 

30. (1) Participation in mutiny is punishable by impri- 
sonment for one to five years, and for one to ten years during war. 

(2) Instigators and leaders suffer- capital punishment. 

Conspiracy to Commit Mutiny 

31. Conspiracy"to commit mutiny can be punished by imprison- 
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merit  for six months to three year's. 

32. A person who reports a mutiny conspiracy while the 
consequences of that conspiracy can still be avioded shall escape 
punishment. 

Appeal to Mutiny 

33. Ä' soldier who appeals to mutiny or transmits an appeal 
to mutiny can be punished according to para (1), section 30.  If 
a mutiny took place because of such an appeal, he can be punished 
according to para (2), section 30. 

Neglecting to Prevent Mutiny 

3k,   (1) A soldier who learns of mutiny from creditable 
sources and neglects to report it at such a time when the mutiny 
can still be prevented, either through irresponsibility or because 
of negligence, can be punished by imprisonment for one year in 
peacetime, and for three years during wartime. 

(2) Relatives of a' convicted person cannot be punished 
(Penal Code, Section 29). 

Instigation 

35. A soldier who tries to arouse dissatisfaction in 
other soldiers toward the existence of the service, its order and 
discipline, or its service regulations can be punished by impri- 
sonment for five years. 

Supplementary Punishment 

36. In the crimes described-in sections 29-33, the loss of 
other rights can also be prescribed. 

Chapter II — Cowardice and Panicky Behavior 

Cowardice 

37. A soldier shows cowardice if he fails to do his duty 
or does it imperfectly because of fear for his personal safety. 

Punishment for Cowardice 

38. (1) Cowardice can be punished by imprisonment for five 
years, or for one to ten years during wartime. 

(2) Cowardice must be punished by death if the coward is 
a commander who allows his company to be taken prisoner or if he 
committed his cowardice in battle and it affected the behavior of 
others. 
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Panic-raising 

39. A soldier who ^^^^^^^^^^ 
situation, thus giving rise to panxc.xsguxltyot pa 

can be punished by imprisonment up to fxye years. 

Chapter III ~ Desertion and Absence Without Leave, incompliance 

to Draft, Evasion of Service. 

Desertion 

«. A solder who des,J^T«^ ^Hs^f °* 
without permission, or fails to return *o    t> 
desertion. 

Punishment of Desertion 

4i  (1) Desertion is punished by imprisonment from six months 

üs=i.-.«Ä as K sra.- 
Period of Desertion 

42 The period of desertion begins on the day of desertion. 
42. Tne perxuu.        flp^rtion is not considered. 

During wartime, the perxod of desertion 

Absence Without Leave 

service, is guilty of absence wxthout leave. 

Punishment of Absence without Leave • . 

44 (1) Absence without leave is punishable by imprison- 
W. Ki)  ADfa«  _    serious cases to one year, 

ment for six months, and xn serxoue 

(2) absence without leave-st be^laSs^cm 

sonment from six months ^/^/J^^eft the army during 
six months to five years xf tne soldxer le ^ ^^ 
mobilization, even xf hxs absence lasted ***    permanently, the 
If his intention was to leave J"™*1^* " J ±n  serious cases 
punishment can range from one to fxve years, ana 
from one.to ten years' imprxsonment. 

Mitigation of Punishment UJ-I/ &  . ^     .wnT -nlfl4pr nresents hxmself 
45. (1) If the deserter or AWOL fjJ^JJrt? toye, the punish- 

voluntarily to military ^^^ittel^T^e  can also receive 
ment should be the minxmum prescrxbed by law. 
a milder f orm of^unishment. ^ ^  ^ applicable if the BOidier 

deserted or attempted to desert to the enemy. 
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46. (1) A person who does not obey the draft call can be 
punished by imprisonment ranging from six months to two years, and, 
in serious cases, from six months to five years, 
m serious ^ ^ ^^ ws caused by/nögligencö, punishment is 

imprisonment up to one year. '__     1afAr tlme 
(3) If the draftee obeyed the call at a later time, 

and his absence lasted for less than two days, or if the case 
is of minor significance, the punishment is not more than six 

months- imprisonment.^ ^ ^     ^ draft call with the  inten- 

tion to escape military service permanently is guilty of desertion. 
(5) A soldier who encourages people to commit the 

above crimes can be punished by imprisonment to two years, and, 
in serious cases, for six months to five years. 

Evasion of Service 

47 (1) A soldier who evades an important duty can be pun- 
ished by imprisonment ranging from six months to one year. In 
ierious cases or during wartime, the period of imprisonment ranges 

from six months Jo^y««'^^ by a commander during war 

and, as a result, one or more people lost their lives, a large 
amount of military material was destroyed, or a great setback in. 
mili?Ly operations was incurred, this act is punishable by death. 

Conspiracy to Evade Service 

48. (1) A soldier who. conspires to leave the service per- 
manently or to aid other soldiers to do the same can be punished 
by LprLonment ranging from six months to three years.  In 
serious cases or during wartime, the period of imprisonment ranges 

from six months^persoHonspires to leave the service only, 
temporarily, he can be imprisoned up to three years or m serious 
cases and during wartime, for six months to five years. 

Supplementary Punishment 

49. In cases of desertion, the loss of various rights must 

also be pronounced. 

Chapter IV — Maiming Oneself or Others 

Self-maiming 

50. (1) A soldier who maims himself in order to become- 
unfit for service, who is maimed by others, or who ruins hishealtn  . 
bf his own hand or by the hand of others is guilty of self-maiming, 
by his own na ^ ^ ^^ ^ committed to escape service per- 

manently, the punishment is six months' to three years' impri- 
s^ment!' In serious'cases and during wartime, it is punishable by 
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six monthS. to ;riK;*iSm;i to eecap.service only 
•-,  Ll ;nr,ishment is imprisonment for not more than 

imprisonment ranges from six months to fxve years. 

Maiming of Others 

51 Soldiers who maim other soldiers to permanently °f 
temporarily doable them are to he punished according to the rules 

of section 50. 

Chapter V — Insubordination v 

Negligence of Respect 

52. A soldier who neglects to «^^Aee Months, 
guilty of insubordination and can be imprisoned 
and in serious cases to one year. 

Slandering One's Superiors 

•  53. (1) A soldier who slanders his superior can be impri-■; 
soned for not more than one year, but-In serious cases to five 

***""    (2) Slander can be punished only ^ ■£*££*Jj* if . 
the slander was committed in such a way ^\£»gg" 
authorisation of punishment, " *£^* " Jf«, 'at the time - ., 

(3) Evidence need not be submitted "» a* 
of the slander, a superior was present an^^^s^l. 
evidence would en dangst he ^nte rests of ^he m    /^ce if 

the circumstances point toward the existence of the slander. 

Application of Law U, ■ 19l4 (Defense of Honor) 

■A" Unless this law rules otherwise, insubordination cases 
fallenderen: category of section 53 should be 3udged 
according to Law <fl, 191*. and its amendments. 

Slander of Superiors Before Authority 

5S A soldier who slanders his superior before authority 
(according to the definitions in BV No 20 or.in BHO, page 207) 
ein be imprisoned for not more than two years. 

False Accusation of a Superior 

56. (1) A soldier who ^|f | *™p^e ^t^TsLf Z10) 
defined in Penal Code, section 227-230- ^0 page Z0       „^ 

cnapcerlSÄ cne PeriTc^PrLo»ent ionld last an 
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additional year than provided for in the civil code. 
(2) Para (1) is disregarded if section 227 (3) of the 

Penal Code is applicable (as specified in page 212 in BHO). 

Assaulting a Superior 

57. (1) A soldier who assaults his superior, uses other 
violent means against him, or threatens him dangerously can be 
imprisoned for six months to five years, and in serious cases 
for six months to ten years. 

(2) If the assault occurred during wartime and if tne 
superior was on duty, the punishment is death. 

Killing a Superior 
58. (1) A soldier who kills his superior is subject to 

capital punishment. 
(2) Penal Code sections 279-281 (BHO page 351-353) do not 

apply.  If the case is defined as belonging under Penal Code 
section 282 (BHO page 35*0, the present section does not apply. 

(3) Accessory after the fact in a killing is punishable 
by imprisonment for six months to five years, and in serious cases 
and during wartime, from one year to ten years. 

(k)  In applying the provisions of this section, the 
loss of various rights can also be pronounced. 

Disobeying Service Orders 

59. (1) Disobeying a superior's orders can be punished 
by imprisonment to. one year; in serious cases, up to three years. 

(2) If the disobedience took the form of refusing a 
command, the punishment can range from six months to two years, and 
in serious cases, from six months« to ten years' imprisonment 

(3) If the denial of a command occurred during wartime 
and was coupled with assaulting or threatening the soldier's 
superior, or because of the act one or more men lost their lives, 
a large amount of military material was destroyed, or. military 
activities suffered a setback, the crime is punishable by death. 

Strong Emotion 

60. If a soldier committed the crimes listed in sections 
52, 53, 57, 58, or 59 immediately after receiving great injury 
from the superior, the punishment may take a milder form0 

Noncompliance of Service Orders Due to Negligence. 

61. (1) This crime is punishable by imprisonment up to 
three months; in serious cases, to two years. ... 

(2) If the crime was committed during wartime, it is 
punishable by imprisonment to three years, and in serious cases 
to five years. 
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Disobeying a General Order* 

62. (1) A soldier who diöpleys a general' order, whether 
willfully or from negligence, can 'be imprisoned to six months; 
in serious cases, to two years. 

(2) If the act occurred during wartime, was willful, 
and because of it one or several men lost their lives, a large 
amount of military material was destroyed,' or military activities 
suffered a setback, this act is punishable by death.     .■..■•:-•■... 

Chapter VI — Crimes Committed Against Military Guards 

Definition of a Guard 

63. A guard is a soldier who is on guard duty in accor- 
dance with military service orders. 

Neglect of Respect 

64. A soldier who neglects to respect a guard in his 
presence can be imprisoned up to three months; in serious cases, 
up to one year. r 

Slandering a Guard 

65. (1) Slandering a guard is a crime and is punishable by 
imprisonment to one year; in serious cases, to five years. 

(2) In order for criminal action to be taken against 
the slanderer, the slander must be punishable ex officio, as 
specified by the Penal Code. 

(3) Other rules of the Penal Code cannot be applied to • 
cases specified in this section. 

Assaulting a Guard 

66. (1) A soldier who assaults a guard, uses other violent 
methods against himj or threatens him dangerously can be imprisoned 
for six months to ten years. 

(2) If the act was committed during wartime,- it is - 
punishable by imprisonment from ten to fifteen years. 

Killing a Guard '■".-.•' 

67. (1) Killing a guard is punishable by death. 
(2) Paras (2), (3), and (4) of section 58 of this law 

are also applicable here.  ..   , . 

Using. Force Against a Guard or Threatening Him Dangerously 

68. (1) If a soldier uses force against or dangerously 
threatens a guard, whereby the guard is prevented from doing his 
duty or is forced to act against his duty, such soldier can be 
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imprisoned from six months to ten years. 
(2) If the act was committed during wartime, imprison- 

ment is from ten to fifteen years. 

Conspiracy to Lure a Guard Away From His Duty Post 

69. A soldier who conspires to lure a guard away from his 
duty post can be imprisoned up to six months; in serious cases, 
to three years. 

Disobeying a Guard 

70. (1) A soldier who disobeys a guard can be imprisoned 
up to six months; in serious cases or during wartime, to three 

years.    ^ _^ ^g &ct Qf ^obedience was refusal to obey 

an order, punishment can range from six months to one year; in^ 
Serious caLs or during wartime, from six months to three years. 

(3) If the disobedience was coupled with assault, 
other violent action, or dangerous threats against the guard, 
punishment can range from six months to ten years.■ 

(k)  If the act was committed during wartime and con- 
sequently one or several men lost their lives, a large amount of 
military material was destroyed, or military operations suffered 
a setback, the punishment is death. 

Committing a Crime Against a Guard Under Intense Emotion 

71  If a soldier commits a crime specified in sections 
64-68 and 70 against a guard immediately after strong provication, 
punishment can take a milder form. 

Noncompliance of a Guard's Orders Because of Negligence 

72. This crime is punishable by imprisonment to three 
months; in serious cases or during wartime, to five years. 

Chapter VII — Abuse of Power and Other Crimes Committed by 
Superiors 

Slandering a Subordinate 

73. (1) This crime is defined as abuse of power and can be 
punished by imprisonment to six months; in serious cases, to three 

years. ,_ 
(2) See para (2) of section 65. 
(3) If evidence would endanger military interests, such 

evidence does not need to be produced. 
(k)  Unless this law states otherwise, abuse of power is 

punishable according to the specifications in the Penal Code. 
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Assaulting and Tormenting a Subordinate v 

7k     (1) This crime is punishable by imprisonment ranging 
from six months to three yearS; in serious cases, from sxx months 

to five years. ^ ^ i8 applicable also,to unlawful mental 

torment. superior committed a crime specified;in sections 

73 and 7k  upon obsLv^g provocative or outrageous behavior on the 
pL?of the soldier, the punishment can take a milder form.   ,. 

Favoritism Towards Subordinates 

75, Favoritism is punishable by imprisonment tö six monthsJ ;, 

in serious, cases, to one year. 

Unlawful Disciplinary Measures 

76. A superior who unlawfully disciplines ^,slib^d^^e^# 
be imprisoned for up to six months; in serious cases, to two. years. 

Violation of Personal Freedom 

77 (1) Unlawful arrest of a subordinate can draw a prison . 
term of up to six months; in serious cases, to two*•««; 

(2) If the unlawful arrest exceeded 15 days, section 
195 of the Penal Code is applicable (BHO page 13*0. 

Curtailment of the Right to Complain 

78 A soldier who forces his subordinate to relinquish his 
complailt'or fails^o transmit or act upon it can be imprisoned 
up to six months; in serious cases, to two years. 

Financial Mishandling of. a Subordinate 

70 A soldier who unlawful^ deducts from his subordinate's 
financil9!* aliment or does not pay th;^can be imprisoned, 
up to six months; in serious cases, to two years. 

Employment of Subordinates for Private Purposes 

80. A soldier who employs his subordinates for PJ-^ate   ... 
purposes can be punished by imprisonment up to six months. 

Neglect of a Superior's Orders 

«i  m A soldier who in capacity as a superior fails to 

to five years. ^ ^^ ^ ^.^ to c&rry out orders given to 
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him can be imprisoned up to"thr'eje years; in serious cases, for 
six months to three years. «.-,.'' 

(3) If an order was not executed because of negligence, 
the punishment is one year's imprisonment. 

Neglect of Care 

82. (1) A soldier who fails to take care of the provision- 
ing, housing^ and protection Of his subordinates can be punished 
by up to five years', imprisonment; in serious cases, from six 
months' to five years' imprisonment. During wartime the punishment 
can range from six months to five years; in serious cases, from 
six months' to ten years' imprisonment. 

(2) If the crime was committed out of negligence, 
the punishment is imprisonment up to three years. 

Neglect of Supervision 

83. (1) A soldier who fails to supervise his subordinates in 
carrying out his orders can be imprisoned for one year; in serious 
cases, up to five years. During wartime the imprisonment can 
range from six months to five years; in serious cases, from six 
months to ten years. 

(2) If the supervision was not done because 01 neg- 
ligence on the part of the superior, the period of imprisonment 
can be up to six months; in serious cases, to three years. 

Repeated Offenses 

84-. If a superior has already been punished for the above 
crimes twice and less than three years have passed since the lapse 
of his last punishment, the punishment for the third occurrence 
can range from six months to five years. 

Chapter VIII — Abuse of Service Power 

85. A soldier who abuses the power given him by the military 
service, uses his office for illegal gains, or causes illegal 
harm to individuals or to the State can be imprisoned from six 
months to one year; in serious cases, from six months to five years, 

Chapter IX — Crimes Against One's Comrades 

Failing a Comrade 

86. A soldier who fails to aid a comrade in a critical 
situation, although he could help him withoutserious harm to him- 
self, is subject to imprisonment to six months; m serious cases, 
to two years. 

Intrigue Against a Comrade 
87. A soldier who intrigues against his comrade to their 
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mutual superior is subject to six months' imprisonment; in serious 

cases, up to one year. 

Chapter X — Crimes connected with the Service 

Disobeying Guard Duty Assignment 

88. (1) A soldier Who disobey§Aa general or special guard 
duty assignment is subject to imp^sonmen^up tofivfe years; an,; 
serL" cists, the imprisonment grange from sax months to .. 

five years.  _ _        was committed out of negligence,,the  _ 
punishment £'. Lxilm of twp years', during wartime a maxomum of 

five y--^(3f5f
S

t
0

h
n

e
m::t•was of minor importance, the,maximum 

punishment is six months' ^~*' during wartime ^ re ^ 

suited in a(great harm^hich could have been forseen by the soldxer, 
the punishment is death. 

Disobeying Other Service Duties 

89. CD A soldier who disregards his duty while on duty or 
in anotne; service whioh demands ««ention xs subaeot to s^x ^ 
months- imprisonment, in eer.ous ease^or ^rrng -rtame,^ ^ 

Sve HTZlsllTl;  tfe ^oiaier/Srisonmen! can range 

months to five years;       oomBit.ted out of negligence, the 
term of imprlsonmenTisa maximum of three months, during wartime, 
a maximum of-one year. . ,:: 

Drunkenness on Duty 

an  m A soldier who is drunk on duty or becomes drunk 
.ft., r^;iän/s::vSrorders and is hence -able^o carry-t^ 

^Srinl^-STSSS couad e:/D::; forseen by *he soldier, 
^JuSshme t can be ^^J^t^T^l^e, the 

punishment isVLx^ o/three months'- imprisonment; during war, . 
lime, a maximum of one year's imprisonment. 

Repeated Offenses 
91" If a soldier has already.been punished for *he above 

crimes Sleepless than one «as passed S^r ^eTan bf 
his last punishment, the penalty for the third occur 
imprisonment up to one year. 

Chapter XI - Forgery of Service Documents 

Making False Service Documents 
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92, (1) A soldier who makes a false service document or 
forges a valid one is subject to six months' imprisonment; in 
serious cases, up to three years in prison, if the act does not 
fall under more serious categories. 

(2) If the act causes great military harm, the impri- 
sonment period can range from six months to five years; in serious 
cases, for a term of one yöär to five years» 

Forgery Committed in Abuse of Service Power 

93» A soldier who writes false facts in a service document, 
destroys or conceals a document in order to make it unavailable for 
evidence, or makes a false document can be punished by six months' 
to five years' imprisonment; in serious cases, for one to ten 
years, if the act does not fall under a more serious category. 

Supplementary Punishment 

94. Loss of other rights must also be pronounced for the 
above acts. 

Chapter XII — Crimes Concerning Military Secrets 

Failing to Keep a Military Secret 

95. (1) A soldier who commits this crime is subject to six 
months' to five years' imprisonment. 

(2) If the act was committed out of negligence, the 
punishment is a maximum of six months; in serious cases, a max- 
imum of three years' imprisonment. 

Gaining Access to Military Secrets Illegally 

96. The punishment for this crime is six months' to five 
years* imprisonment. 

Chapter XIII — Crimes of Reporting and Transmitting Reports 

False Reporting 

97. A soldier who knowingly falsely reports or transmits a 
service matter can be punished by six months' imprisonment; in 
serious cases or during wartime, the term of imprisonment can range 
from six months to five years. 

Neglecting To Report 

98. A soldier who neglects to report important service 
matters is subject to three months' imprisonment.  In serious cases 
or during wartime, the term of imprisonment can range from six 
months to three years. 
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Failure To Transmit a Report 

99. A soldier who fails to transmit an urgent service report 
immediately can be imprisoned up to six months; in sterious cases 
or during wartime, from six months to five years. 

Destroying or Losing a Secret Document 

100* (1) A soldier who•willfully destroys or loses a secret 
•service book, secret document, or secret object or causes the 
loss of same is subject to imprisonment up to three years, if the 
act does not fall under a more serious category.  In serxous cases 
the term of imprisonment ranges- from six months to five years. 

(2) A soldier who commits the above act out oi neg- 
ligence is subject to one year';s imprisonment; in serious cases, 

up to three years' imprisonment.;.. 'Z''''A  4-fco 
(3) If the act was committed out of negligence and the 

soldier reported it immediately, he is subject to six months' im- 
prisonment; in serious cases, up to one year. 

Chapter XIV — Endangering and Neglecting to Secure Military 
Material. 

Neglecting To Care for Military Material 

101. A soldier who neglects to'-take care of military 
material entrusted to him, either willfully or_from negligence, 
is subject to six months' imprisonment;•in serious cases, up to 

three years. 

Endangering Military Material, 

102  (1). ' A soldier who endangers expensive or great 
amounts of military material,' either willfully or from negligence, 
is subject to six months' imprisonment; in serious cases, up to 

five years.      ^ ^ ^ described in (1) resulted in great 

harm to military operations or caused the loss to the enemy of 
a great amount of military material and if this could have been 
forseen by the soldier, the punishment for this act is imprison- 
ment from six months to ten years. 

.Neglecting %o  Seeure Military Material 

103. (1) A soldier who neglects.to. secure the safety of 
large amounts of military material, either willfully or from neg- 
ligence,' can be punished with six months* imprisonment; m serious 
cases, to five years. . 

(2) If this willful act resulted m great harm to 
military «par^iow*,-■*«*.. lose of great amounts of military material, 
or if large amounts of military material fell into the hands of 
the enemy, and if this could have bee» fwrseett fey the soldier, tne 
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punishment is from six months*, to ten years' imprisonment. 

Chapter XV — Crimes Committed Against Military Property 

Damage ' i 

10^. (1) A soldier who damages or destroys military pro- 
perty is subject to six months» imprisonment; in serious cases, 
from six months to five years« ■■,."■- 

(2) If the act described in (1) resulted in great;harm 
to military operations or caused the loss of military material, 
or if large amounts of military material fell into the hands of the 
enemy  and this could have been forseen by the soldier, the punish- 
ment is imprisonment for six months to ten years. , 

Using Material for Purposes Other Than Those Intended 

105. A soldier who does not keep military equipment in its 
prescribed place or uses it for purposes other than those intended 
is subject to imprisonment for six months; in serious cases, to 
five years. 

Theft of Service Equipment 

106. (1) A soldier who steals military equipment is subject 
to six months' imprisonment; in serious cases, five years. 

(2) A soldier who loses military equipment, either , 
willfully or from negligence, will be punished according to (1). 

107. (1) A soldier who seriously breaches his duty in 
handling or caring for military property, thus causing significant 
harm to the State, is subject to five years' imprisonment. 

(2) If the act was committed during wartime or if the 
purpose was illegal personal profit, the term of imprisonment is 
six months to five years. 

(3) If the act mentioned in (1) was committed from 
negligence, the punishment is one year's imprisonment; in serious 
cases, three years. 

Stealing Booty 

108. A soldier who steals booty taken by him can be punished 
by six months' imprisonment; in serious cases, three years. 

Supplementary Punishment 

109. The acts mentioned in sections 10^, 106 (1), and 10? 
require the loss of various rights, to be pronounced along with 
the term of imprisonment. 

Chapter XVI 

Crimes Committed Against International Military Conventions 
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Robbing'the Dead, the Injured, and the Sick  , 

110^ (1) A soldier who steals objects (other than booty) 
from the deadj injuredI  or sick of either army on the battlefield 
can be imprisoned for six months to five years; in serious cases, 
for one to ten years. 

(2) The punishment is one.., to fifteen years' imprison* 
ment if:      1) a soldier has already been punished''for the 

above crimes in the past and less than, ten years, 
have passed since the end of his last punishmenti 
2)'a soldier attempted murder or committed assault 
in connection with the crime described in ;(1). 

(3) If a soldier committed murder in connection with 
the crime described in (1), the punishment is life imprisonment. 

(4) The loss of various rights must be pronounced 
along with the term of imprisonment. 

Abuse of Red Cross Emblems 

• 112, A soldier who uses a Red Cross emblem to prepare or 
execute a military activity, uses its protection for the same, or 
damages or destroys material under Red Cross protection as a mil- 
itary activity is subject to imprisonment from six months to one 
year; in serious cases, from six months to five years. 

Use of Forbidden Weapons 

113. A soldier who uses a weapon or tactic against the 
enemy which is specifically forbidden in our army can be imprisoned 
from.six months to five years; in serious cases, from six months to 
ten years. 

Breach of Cease-fire 

114. A soldier who continues fighting after he has been 
informed that a cease-fire is in effect or who otherwise breaks the 
Conditions of the cease-fire is subject to six months» to five 
years' imprisonment; in serious cases, six months to ten years., 

Injuring a Truce Delegate 

115V (1) A soldier who willfully kills a truce delegate 
or his companion is subject to capital punishment. 

(2) A soldier who injures a truce delagate or his 
companion is subject to six months' to ten years' imprisonment 

(3) A soldier who hurts, abuses, or unlawfully with- 
holds a truce delegate or his companion can be.imprisoned up to 
six months; in serious Cases, two years 

(4) In cases (1) and (2), the loss of various rights 
must be pronounced also. 
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Chapter XVII — Crimes Committed Against  the Population of 
Occupied Territories 

Looting 

116. (1) A .soldier who engages in. looting a territory occu- 
pied by the army is subject to six months» to five years« impri- 
sonment; in serious cases, six months to ten years. 

(2) If a soldier employs force or threats in looting, 
the punishment is for robbery and is specified in Chapter XXVII 
of the Penal Code. 

Rape 

117. A soldier who commits rape (Penal Code section 232, 
BHO page 326) against a national of a territory occupied by the 
army or insults the modesty (Penal Code section 233, BHO page 327) 
of same is subject to one to.ten years' imprisonment; in serious 
cases, to capital punishment. 

Injuring the Population of Occupied Territories 

118. (1) A soldier who assaults a person belonging to a 
territory occupied by the army is subject to six months» to three 
years» imprisonment .   . 

(2) If the act is committed with a weapon which is used 
for personal defense, the punishment is imprisonment for six months 
to five years. 

Murder 

119. A soldier who commits murder as specified in Penal 
Code sections 279 or 280 (BHO page 351 and 352) against the in-_ 
habitants of a territory occupied by the army is subject to capi- 
tal punishment. 

Supplementary Punishment 

120. The actions described in this chapter involve the loss 
of various rights. 

PART III — Regulations Concerning the Police 

Application of the Military Penal Code to Members of the Police 

121* (1) The military penal code.and the modifications made 
in this part are applicable to the members of the police.    ^ 

(2) Policemen are equated with soldiers in the mili- 
tary penal code. 

(3) SeetioiBl2, l*f, 15, and k6  of the present law do 
not apply to policemen. 

(if) Wherever the word »military" is used in the present 
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law, »police" is'meant when dealing with members of the police. 

Loss of Office, As Special Supplemental Punishment Against Mem- 

bers of the Police 

122, (1) "Reduction in rank" (section 13» (Di 1) ) is t0 

be substituted for loss of office in cases dealing with members of 

the po ice. ^ ^^ 0f office must be ruled if a member of the . 
police cannot keep his office without endangering discipline,  •. 
harming the service, or if his holding office causes great injury 

to. the police.^ A policeman so convicted loses «he rank (position), 

allotment, and privileges of his former position, 
(M In the event of loss of office, the court can 

mitigate the verdict by retaining all or some of the privileges, 
due the convicted person from the State, 

Placing Members of the Police Under Military Juristiction  ^ 

123-127. Repealed by section 2 of law No 31, 1951, and 
section 9 of Law No 17, 195^. 

Definition of Higher Authority 

128. A law issued.by the Ministers of the Interior^and 
Defense specifies »higher authority" in the police when the mili- 
tary ordinances speak of "higher authority." 

PART IV — Miscellaneous Orders 

Corporal Punishment 

129. The present law does not affect those rules according 
to which certain crimes may be punished by corporal punishment, 
waiving military court procedure. 

Punishment of Drunkenness by the Civil Penal Code 

130. Repealed by (2) of Bp 23/B. 

Repeated Offenses 

131. Crimes specified in actions 106 (1), 108,^110, and 
116 are to be punished according to section 35 (5 , law XLVIII,. 
I^when committed repatedly. fencing, if considered a crime, 
is to be punished according to section 370 (1) and (2) of the 

Penal Code. 

Repealed Regulations 

132. Upon announcement of this law, the following laws 
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lose their validity: '„,«-»'■■ 
(1) Law II, 1930,;on the Milxtary Penal Code, . 
(2) Law III, 1930, sections 76, 84, 89, 91, 93, 95, on 

modifications of ordinary crimes and their applicability to the 

Military Penal Code* i       '   •  ■      .   + -m„+4M (3) Law,XXXIV, 1930, section 124, on the sxmplxfxcatxon 

of court procedures. ,O„'/,N'   *  * ~ „' 
(4) Law II, 1939, sections l8l and 183 (3), on defense,. 
(5) Law 100, 1946 (M. E.), on punishment: for deser- 

tion from the police (announced in Magyar Koalony- (Hungarian 
Review),. No 3)» 

Effective Date of This Law 

133. (1) The date upon which this law becomes effective 
will be determined by the Ministers of Justice, Interior, and 
Defense. They will also enforce this law. 

(2) Crimes already committed by members of the polxce 
fall under the effect of this law if their trial dates have 
not yet been announced. 

(3) In cases where: a law refers to a law repealed by 
this law, the ruling of the present law dealing with the subject 
must be applied. 
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HUNGARY 

MODIFICATION OF CERTAIN COURT PROCEDURES      .>,- 

^Following is the translation of Public Law. No 8, , 
' " from Hatalyos Jogszabalyok Gyujtemenye, 1945-1948, ' 

Vol I, Budapest, I960, page 321./ 

Rules Concerning the Extent of Military Juristictioh 

1. Repealed by (1), section 3 of Law No 16, 1958.    ' 
2. (1) Any criminal act committed by military personnel 

is within the jurisdiction of the Military Penal Code. 
(2) Persons engaged in the Armed Police Service are 

equated with soldiers; Law LXII, 1948 (Military Penal Code), and 
regulations modifying this law are applicable to such persons. 

3. To be found in (3) of section 98 of Bp. 
4. (1) Court procedures begun before the announcement 

of this law are to be concluded according to the previous laws 
if the military has already presented its case before this law 
took effect. 

(2) This law invalidates the following laws: 
Law No 5, 1950, dealing with the Home Security Forces; 
Law No 6, 1950, placing prison employees under military juris- 
diction; 
Law No II, 1951, placing members of the State fire departments 
under military jurisdiction; 
Law No 6, 1952, which modified Law LXII, 1948 (Military Penal 
Code), except section 1, which deals with members of the Air 
Defense Organization. 

(3) Repealed by section 1 of Law No 62, 1957» and 
by (2), section 38 of Law No 34, 1957. 

Rulings Concerning Traffic Courts; 

5. (1) Traffic courts and the traffic college of the 
Hungarian Supreme Court are terminated by the announcement of 
this law, 

(2) Military courts are to be meant by the term (spe- 
cial court," according to (1). 

6. (1) To be found in section 31 of Law II, 195% 
(2) To be found in section 43 of Law II, 1954. 
(3) To be found in section 22 of Bp. 

7. (1) Court procedures in progress at various traffic 
courts at the time of the announcement of this law are to be 
concluded by a court authorized by general regulations to deal 
with them. Court procedures in progress at the traffic college 
of the Hungarian Supreme Court are to be transferred to the 
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criminal1 college of that court, 
;(2);This law repeals the following laws: 

Sections 34 i 35, and 47 of Bszj 
Section 23/C of Bp; 
Para (2), section 9 of Bpe; ^  , 
Law Na 3, 1955, dealing with the enlargement of the junsdictxon 

8-l4. To be found in sections 46* 48; 50} 99, l4l, 15^, 
152/A,195, and 226 of Bpr    ;    . 

Rules Concerning the Execution of Punishment 

15i To be found in section 66 of Law 11, 1954* 
16* To be found in (4), section 239 öf Bp* 

Effectuation and Execution 

17» The present law comes into effect on 2-1-57; its 
execution will be carried out by the Ministers of Justice and the 
Interior and the Supreme Attorney. 
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HUNGARY 

EXECUTION OF SHORT PRISON TERMS 
•  OF MILITARY PERSONNEL 

^Following is the translation of Public Law No 5, .■ 
from Hatalyos Jogszabalyok Gyujtemenye, .19^5-19^, 
Vol I, Budapest, I960, page 270*/ 

Date of Announcement: 23 February 1955. ' 

1. To emphasize the educational and correctional purposes 
of punishment, personnel sentenced to short terms of.imprison-. . 
ment can be kept in a correction battalion or in a military jail« 
This regulation is applicable only to military personnel., and 
only if the military court rules this form of .imprisonment. 

2. Military courts can rule imprisonment in a correction 
battalion only of a soldier's sentence is between three months 
and two years, if he can exercise his voting rights, and if 
the court feels this type of punishment useful. 

3. (1) The correction battalion is a military insti- 
tution where the purpose of correction is carried out by a strict 
military education. 

(2) A prisoner may not possess arms or wear rank, and 
is limited during his stay in a correction battalion in the rights 
and favors granted to other members of the People's Army. 

(3) Conditional release of a prisoner from the cor- 
rection battalion can be granted by the Minister of Defense. 
The conditionally released soldier will return to his regular 
battalion and continue regular service. 

(h)  Time spent in a correction battalion does not 
count towards fulfillment of a soldier's term of service. 

(5) Detailed rules concerning the organization and 
operation of correction battalions are set by the Minister of 
Defense. 

4. (1) The military court may rule that a soldier receiv- 
ing a term of imprisonment of less than three months must spend 
this period in a military jail, especially if he is to stay in 
military service after termination of imprisonment. 

(2) Punishment in a military jail.is carried out 
according to appropriate military regulations. 

5» Imprisonment in a correction battalion or military jail 
is not considered as part of a criminal record. 

6. This law takes effect on the day of its announcement; 
it will be executed by the Minister of Defense. 
10,101 
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HUNGARY 

PUBLIC LAW No 31. 1951 

[Following is the translation of a law from Batalyos 
Jogszabalyok Gyu.itemenyej Vol Ij Budapest I960, pages 
23^-238. J-      : ^~" 

Execution, application, and coming into effect of Law III, 
1951, in military criminal procedures. 

Date of announcement: 12-11-1951; the law takes effect on 

1-1-1951 

Chapter I ~ Effectuation of the Criminal Procedure (hereafter: 
Cp.) — Laws Repealed and Staying in Effect 

Effectuation of Cp. 

1. Cp., as expressed in Law III 1951, takes effect on 1 January 
1952. 

Laws Repealed 

2. Unless the following paragraphs take exception, all previous 
laws on Cp., now covered by Law III 1951» lose their validity. 
Such laws are: 

Law XXXIII,1896, dealing with criminal procedure; 

Law XXXIII,1897, dealing with jury trials; 

Law XXXIV,189?, dealing with the coming into effect of Cp. 

Law XIII, 191i|-, modifying the rulings on jury trials; 

Chapter IV of Law XIV, 191^. dealing with the press; 

Sections 29 and 30 of Law XLI, 1914-, dealing with the 

defense of honor.  • •' 

Law XXIX, 1921,. dealing with the simplification court pro- 

cedure.--"' -' 
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Sections 13, 35, 49» and 50, of Law X, 1923, dealing with 
regulations of some problems of court procedure; 

Chapter III (except section 118) of Law XXXIV, 1930, deal- 
ing with the simplification of court procedure; 

(2). of section 109 of Law XIX> 1934». dealing with the . 
Service Code of the Hungarian. Merchant-Marine; 

Section 8 of Law XVIII, 1938, dealing with press excesses 
committed against the order of the country; 

Procedural parts of Laws VII, 1945, and XXXIV, 1947, 
(dealing with the defense of the republic and democratic order); 

Chapters I and II of Law XIV, 1946, dealing with the ter- 
mination of indictment councils, speeding the press procedures, 
and dissolution of State prisons; 

Procedural parts and section 51 of Law XLVIII, 1948, deal- 
ing xcLth some shortcomings of criminal laws; 

Law XI, 1949, dealing with the participation of people in 
rendering the justice and with the simplification of appeal; 

Law No 3, 1950, dealing with some criminal procedures; 

Law No 12, 1950, dealing with the termination of investi- 
gation in criminal cases; 

Section 67 of Law No 30, 1950, dealing with planned cur- 
rency economy; 

Sections 37 and 38 of Law No 39, 1950, dealing with the 
effectuation of the general regulations of the Penal Code; 

Sections 8-11 and (3) of section 13- of Law No 46, 1950, 
dealing with modifications of the jurisdiction of the Ministry of 
Justice; 

Law 1363, 5-6-1945, M. T., dealing with the practice of house 
arrest and bail; 

Law 1982, 5-23-1945, M. T., dealing with use of confiscated 
objects; 

Laws 4172, 7-31-19^9, Gov't; 4198, 8-13-1949, Gov't; 
4290, 10-22-1949, M. T.; 4312, 11-12-1949, M. T., dealing With 
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the execution of Law XI, 1949; 

Section 9tot- Law 177,600, 12-20-1950, Ministry of Justice, 
dealing with the execution of Law No 46, 1946. 

Laws Staying in Effect 

3. The following laws stay in effect after the present law comes 

into effect, until further notice: 

Section 27 of Law XLI, 1914, dealing with the defense of 

honor; 

(2) of section 96 of Lew III, 1930, dealing with the effec- 

tuation of the Military Penal Code; 

Sections 106 and 107 of Law XIX, 193*. paling with the 
Service Code of the Hungarian Merchant Marine (the latter with the 
exception that in it sections 97 and 126 of the Cp must be used 
instead of sections 141, 156, and 176 of Law XXXIII, 1896, 

Law XVIII, 1937, dealing with extraterritoriality and per- 

sonal inviolability; 

(k)  of sections 51 and 221 of Law II, 1939, dealing with 

the an'1ie last paragraph of section 6 of Law V, 19*4, with the 
exception that section 144 of Cp. must be used instead of sec- 
tion 7 of Law XXXIII, 1896; also the rules concerning punishment 
of section 7 of same law; also section 8 of same law (m its en- 
SreSr Sections 6 and 7 of this law were repealed by sections 

6 of Law Ko 21, 1958; 

Rulings presently in effect concerning the workers' court, 
its area of jurisdiction and its procedures, as laid down in Law 
XXIII, 1947, and in its modifying laws Law No 70.000. 11-6-W, 
Ministry of Justice; Law 3350, 3-21-1948, Gov't; Law 4940 4-25- 
1948, Gov 't; Law 6860, 6-24-1948, Gov't; Law #60»3-19-1949, 
Gov't- (2) and (4) of section 17 of Law No 4, 1950; (3) and W 
of section 1 of Law 23,300, 4-7-1950, Ministry of Justice) 
Other oarts of Law XXIII, 1947, and laws modifying it were re- 
pealed^ section 4 of Law No 22, 1958. 

Section 8 of Law XXVI, 1948? dealing with the citizenship 

of Hungarians abroad; 

Procedural rulings of section 18 of Law XLVIII, 1948, 
dealing with some shortcomings of criminal laws; 
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Law No 19, 1949, dealing with misdemeanors (the act of mis- 
demeanor, due to Law No 17, 1955, does not exist anymore); 

(1) and (2) of section 13 of Law No 46, 1950, dealing with 
modifications in the organisation-of the Ministry of Justice (all 
other parts of the above law were repealed by section 67 of Law II, 

1920; 

Section 9 of Law No ;47;> 1950 and (3) of section 24 of Law 
6520-233, 12-31-1950, Ministry of Finance, dealing with financial 
crimes (all other parts of the above laws were repealed by sec- 

tion 12 of Law Ho 3, 195*0; 

Sections I-*!- of Law 480, 1-16-1949, Gov't, dealing with gold 
and foreign currency obtained by the state in the course of cri- 
minal procedures and transfer of same to the Hungarian National 

Bank; 

Law 660, 1-22-1949, Gov't, dealing with the illegal use of 
passports and illegal border crossing; 

Criminal rulings of Law 4012, 5-3-1949, Gov't, dealing with 
civil and criminal aspects of the peace treaty; 

Law No 24, 1-21-1950, M. T.; dealing with the costs of 

detention; 

Law No 23,300, 4-7-1950, Ministry of Justice, with the 
exceDtion of (2) of section 1 and with substituting section 150 
of Cp. in place of section 107 of Te., sections 220-223 and 229 
of Cp. in place of sections 460-462 and 477 of Law XXXIII, 1896, 
also in section 12 of Law No 94, 4-17-195L M. T. must be substx- 
tuted Law 2660, 3-25-1949, Gov't. Other parts of the above law 
were repealed by section 9. of Law No 17, 1954; 

Law No 272, 11-12-1950, M. T., dealing with the remuneration 

of lay assessors. 

I*.    Sections 23-26 of Law No 39, 1950, dealing with the effectuation 
of the general provisions of the Penal Code, stay in effect. 

5. Repealed by Law No 18, 3-10-1954, M. T. 

Chapter II — Rules concerning the Execution of Cp. Transitory 
Rules 

Application of Cp. to Cases in Progress 
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6* Repealed by section ? of Law No 17, 1954. 

7. Repealed by section 7 of Law No 17, 1954. 

Effect of Verdict Pronounced in Criminal Procedure on Civil 
Procedure 

8. A  verdict of the criminal court takes effect (as described in 
(1) of section 9 of Cp.) only if it became effective after the 
Cp. came into effect. 

Sphere of Authority — Qualification 

9. Crimes described in parts a to g of section 23, of Cp. refer 
to laws as follows: 

a. crimes against the peace of the nations: Law V, 1950. 
crimes against the People«s Republic: Law VII, 1946 and its modi- 
fications; Chapters I and IV, as well as those parts that are 
still valid of Chapter VI, Part II of Law V, 1878 (Penal Code); 
sections 58-71 of Law III, 1930; sections 2-iJ- of Law XVIII, 1934; 
section 11 of Law XVIII, 1940. 

b. war crimes and crimes  against the people: Law VII, 1945. 

c. breach of state and official secrets: Law No 21, 1951. 

d. crimes committed against state property: Law No 2k,  1950; 
crimes committed against the.^planned economy: Law No 4, 1950; 
crimes concerned with public supply and profiteering: (4) of 
section 9 of Law 8800, 7-28-1946, M. E., and 2) of (1) of section 
17 of same law. 

e. crimes concerned with foreign currency regalations: Law No 30, 

1950. 

f. crimes concerned with counterfeiting and passing false money: 
Chapter XI, Part II of the Penal Code and its modifications. 

g. murder and manslaughter: sections 278-282, 2 of (1) and (2) 
of section 349., (1) of section 424, and (2) of section 431 of 
the Penal Code. 

10. The primary sphere of authority of the county courts and the 
secondary" sphere of authority of the Supreme Court in cases tried 
before the county courts in accordance with Law 177,600, 12-20- 
1950, iiinistry of Justice, will remain unchanged after the Cp. 
comes into effect. 
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11. (1) Crimes failing under section 58-71 of Law III, 1930, .. 
sections 2-k-  of Law XVIII* 193^, section 11 of Law XVIII, 19^0, 
and Law Ho 30, 1950 can be tried only by the Budapest county court, 
except in cases specified below in (2). 

(2) (1) is not applicable to cases a to c of section 57=of Law 
No 30, 1950, as well as in cases (1) of section 59 and e of sec- 
tion 57 of same law. All these cases are concerned with crimes 
committed with gold, platinum, and foreign currency, if the value 
of the valuables does not exceed 1,000 ft. ■ 

12. The fact that the present Cp. does not mention a given crime 
does not prevent its trial, based on older laws dealing with 
that crime. ' .... 

13. Writs asked by other courts are supplied by the district 
judge designated by the senior judge. - 

District attorney — Attorney general 

Ik,    Repealed by section 7. of Law No 17, 195^. 

15. natters concerning disciplinary investigation which had been 
handled previously by the examining judge are to be handled by the 
district attorney. 

Temporary Arrangements at Arrest 

16. Repealed by section 7 of Law No 17, 195^. 

Temporary Arrangements at Appeals 

17. Repealed by section 7 of Law No 17, 195^. 

Recision of Judgment 

18. (1) If a öriminal was sentenced in absentia before the pre- 
sent Cp. took effect and if the criminal was discovered or gave 
himself up, a recision must be held, even when there was no motion, 
based on (k)  of section 215 of the Cp., to retry the case. . 

(2) (1) is not to be applied if the trial is based on (6) of 
section 5^2 of Law XXXIII, I896. 

19. A case which belongs to the district court (according to_ 
the Cp.) must be retried at the district court, even if the first 
trial was held by the county court. 
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Chapter III - Rulings Concerning Military Criminal Procedures 

Application of Cp. in Military Criminal procedures 

20. (1) Unless the following paragraphs state an excep*on, -the 
Cp! and the present law must be appropriately applied in mxlxtary 

criminal procedures. 

(9)    (V  of section HO,  the last sentence of (2) of section lW/A, 
(2) U; ox secx-xon <+ ,    section 195 0f the Cp., and sectxons 
the third sentence of U/ oi secxxon xyj  ^    *  * „riminai 
13, 18, and 19 of the Bpe. cannot be used xn mxlxtary crxmxnax 

■procedures. 

Military Courts and Their Jurisdiction 

21. (1) Military courts operate in some larger garrisons 
and are attached to some higher military unxts. 

(2) Military courts attached to these higher units have 
jurisdiction over the personnel of these unxts. 

C\\    ililitarv courts operating in some larger garrisons 
have(^dxction oZ  crimes committed in their territorxes and 
arTtoV minor to be tried by the courts mentxoned xn (2). 

Exclusive Jurisdiction in Military Criminal Procedures 

22  (1) Crimes committed by military personnel falling under the 
calories outlined in section 11 of the present law are to be 
tried by the Budapest Garrison Mxlxtary Court. 

(2) Repealed by (2) of section 1 of Law No 5L 1957- 

Order of Voting in Military Courts 

23. In the military court council, always the juror of lowest 

rank votes first. 

"'Exclusion of Civil Action and Limitation of Civil Code in Military 

Criminal Procedures 

2fc  (1) Civil action is excluded from military ?I^J.^0C?^ 
xngs; where the crii.es would otherwise warrant cxvxl actxon, the 

military district attorney acts. 

(2) Civil code paragraphs are applicable ^»"f^^"^ 
ceedings only when they concern damage done to the army. They 
used only when the military organxzatxon or attorney xn cnarg 
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so requests. In any other cade the civil law can be satisfied by 

other lawful means. 

Investigation in Military Criminal Procedures 

25.  (1) investigation of' crimes committed'^ ^be^ *^0fj3/B 
ganizations fall under military jurisdiction ( U) of Ration Wü 
of Co )  is carried out by the police, by the military district 
attorney's agents, or by the agents of the criminal's commander. 

(2) If the investigators mentioned in (10) are not imme- 
diateiy available, the investigation may be carried out by general 

investigatory organs. 

Placing under Close Surveillance 

26. » private can be placed under close surveillance when there 
is noreason for his preventive arrest, but the investigation or 
military discipline demands so. 

Place Occupied by Disciplinary Measures in Military Criminal 

Procedures .' '"" 

27  (1) An act committed by members who fall under military + 
iuri=diction (soldiers and policemen) and which does not warrant 
SSÄ^eedJ^g one year can.be tried and *«£^ * £e 

commander of the criminal. This is allowed only when the act is 
of minor danger to society. 

(2) I-f the act is of minor importance, the military district 
attorney may order the commander to use disciplinary means of 
punishment, even if the law calls for imprisonment not exceed- 

ing five years. 

(3) The military court may also act according to (2). 

(k)    In case of appeal the Supreme Court may overrule the judg- 
ment rendered 5the primary court and return the case to the com- 
maSer of the criminal for application of disciplinary action. 
Te  Sterne Court can also overrule the judgment ^Mered b^th. 
primary court toward the other decision; it may rule disciplinary 
action too mild and order retrial. • 

Costs of Military Criminal Procedures 

28. Ml costs incurred in military criminal procedures are borne 

by the state. 
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Chapter IV — Orders Concerning the Execution of Punishment 

29. Death of the criminal does not exclude the legally rendered 
confiscation of his property or collection of fines. 

30. The death penalty is to be carried out in an enclosed place 
by hanging. If this proves impossible, the manner of execution 

is shooting. 

31. (1) imprisonment must be spent at a prison (or workhouse) 
supervised by the Ministry of the Interior. 

(2) Improvement and education of the criminal must be pro- 
moted by constant employment on work projects. 

(3) The prisoner must carry out the work given to him. 

(4) The prisoner is paid for his work. 

32. Solitary confinement can be used only as a disciplinary mea- 

sure. ' 

33  (1) Prisoners sentenced to more than three months of im- 
prisonment can be paroled if a prisoner has served three-quarters 
of his sentence and if he has done his work correctly, showed Mi- 
peccable behavior, and if the granting of parole does not endanger 

society. 

(2)- Prisoners serving life terms can.be paroled only after 
spending 15 years in prison. 

(3) If other conditions are satisfied, a prisoner can be 
paroled after serving'half of his term, provided he achieved extra- 
ordinary and exceptional progress in his work assignments. Liie- 
termers can be released under the same regulations after spend- 

ing 14 years in prison. 

(4) Parole covers the remaining part of the term; in cases 
of life-tenners, it constitutes eight years. 

(5) Sxiled persons (section 46 of Bta.) can not be paroled. 

3^. (1) During parole the convicted person must fulfill the 
conditions of parole. 

(2) If the parolee violates the conditions of parole, the 
Minister of the Interior may suspend parole and send the parolee 

back to prison. 
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(3) Violation of parole is reported to the Minister of the 
Interior by the police. If the.,Minister orders the suspension of 
parole or if the circumstances bearing the necessity of preventive 
arrest exist, the police arrest the parolee and deliver him back 
to the prison (workhouse), from-where he was released. 

35. If the parolee is convicted of another crime while on parole, 
the Minister of the Interior may order the parolee back to prison 
even when, at the time of judgment, the parole has expired. 

36. (1) If the prisoner is not sent back to the prison due to 
parole violation ( (2) of section 3V section 35), the prison 
term is considered completed at the expiration of parole. 

(2) If the prisoner has been sent back to prison, the time 
spent on parole does not count toward the fulfillment of his prison 
terra. 

Chapter V — Miscellaneous Orders 

Authorization for Determination of Temporary Arrangements and Re- 
gulation of Collection of Criminal Costs 

37. (1) Repealed by section ? of Law Ho 17, 195^. 

(2) People's jurors participating in trials are regulated 
by an order of the liinister of Justice. This order is concerned 
with-their oath-taking, activity, and sphere of authority. 

(3) The Minister of Justice is authorized to work out, to- 
gether with the Minister of Finance, an order concerning the col- 
lection of the costs of criminal procedures. Until that order 
is announced, section 118 of Law XXXIV, 1930, and Law XLIII, 1890, 
and their modifications remain in effect. 

Proof of Evidence 

38. (1) The accused should present his proof of evidence at his 
trial, at the latest. Evidence may be presented by the accused's 
attorney after the interrogation of the accused. This ruling is 
valid for slander cases. 

(2) The court may limit the time available for refuting 
the evidence offered by the accused. 

(3) After the limit has expired for the presentation of evi- 
dence and its refutation, new facts can be introduced only if their 
presentation does not delay the trial of the case, or if the pre- 
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sentation was offered in the allowed tine but was rejected, or 
if the person who introduces the new facts can show he could not 
have known the new facts before^ 

Reporting Crimes Falling under Law No kt  1950 

39. To be found äs section 18 of Law No k,  1950. 

Financial Rulings 

iK). To be found as (*0 of section 51 of Law II» 1951* 

M.    To be found as.'.(3a) of section 55  of Law II, 1951. 

k-Z,    To be found as Qi)  and (5) of section 55  of Law II, 1951 •. 

^3. In cases falling under (2) and (*0 of section 55  of Bta.» 
the parole must be granted according to the regulations of (2-5) 
of section 228 of the Cp. 

Effectuation 

I'A;    The present law comes into effect 1 January 1952. 

10,101 
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POLAND 

mi  TELEMETRIC AMPLIFIER FOR. SURFACE PROJECTILES 

following is the translation of an article^gr      ;■ 
Irzyszof Checinski in Zof.niers wolnosci »« <* 
Seedom), Vol.12. Ho 77, Warsaw, 3 April 1961. J 

The workera of ^ilitary^^^T^^^^    -.'' " 
people about whan lxttle is saia. inj discoveries, 

U» they "™SÄ*SÄÄ^^ posed prob- 
or improvements exceed tne Irai^      ,.    t of occurrence 

Armament Testing Center. development of 
What sort of problems connected with tne aev      y 

general technology would be »08t tot^es^g to the^eader^of 

"Soldier of Freedom?»    This ^the problem pre^S unannounced 
search workers of the Center    whe^/^e^esUons;    the work- 
towards the end of Harch.    ^%^ZT7hoZf   ^J was it chosen? 

f Sail ^t^^^^^^^^ ^  —"^ 

one objective is the scientific ^cation of ^^  the basic 
by many tedious attempts ^ «^^S'klSS! üpoi their 
wrk tools are measuring instruments of all kinds.  P    ^ 
precision depends, to a large extent not ™V 
results, but also progress xn the area of engineering 
ln ^Tlfaccepted the invitation to become acquainted with this 
scientific workshop        ^ ^ boxes containing measur- 

xn 0.  -LÖ-L&= x        ,„, n.,r _ ,milT1ff man m a lab coat. 
ing instruments, we were S^.f ^ S^f urther ado started 
He had been warned aoout our visitana t 

to describe to us a piece of f^P^!Vff direct current ampli- 
looked quite ordinary. He was discussing * ^e   equipment, 
fier, an indispensable electronic part of measuring q 

A Hillion Megacycles: Too Much or Too.Little? 

Trying not to confuse our guide, I did not interrupt him, 
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hoping that at an opportune moment I could ask him if he has made 
any improvements of his own. .But our conversation.went along, a 
different path than I originally intended. What apparently betrayed 
me was the unsure expression on my face as I listened to his ex- 

planations.^^ apparently had guessed that I did not understand 

everything"^-his rather hurrited explanation and had moved on from 

theory to illustration. v 
»What kind of a watch, do you have, Major Comradei 
I  stretched out my hand..; . 
"Ah, you have an ordinary watch," he said.  Certainly, 

it is not a very accurate one. In electronic measurements, we 
would say that its time function has small stability. A watch 
with rubies has greater stability, but only an electronic watch 
ensures the almost completely accurate measurement of an arbitrary 

small interval of time. 
»This instrument" — and here he pointed to an ordinary 

lookirg box — »reconstructs and amplifies measurements with the 
accuracy of such a watch. More accurately, it enables us to re- 
gister phenomena which take place in a trillionth of a second. 

»That's interesting," I said, »but I was told beforehand 
that I should learn something about your last improvement which 
was reported to the Main Committee of Rationalization and Inven- 
tion. Let us, then, discuss this main part . . . ."        _ 

»But we have been talking about it all the tame. This is ^ 
the prototype of the instrument which I have recently constructed. 

Slightly taken aback, I started to rearrange my notes. At 
the top of a new card I wrote, saying aloud, »Magister ingynier . . . 

»What is your name," I asked, as I had heard only part o± 

it when we were introduced. 
»Oh no, I am not yet an engineer," interrupted my guide. 

»I am only a technician! Strictly speaking, an electronic tech- 
nician. My last name is Krzyzowski and my first name is Zbigniew. 

Adapter and the Cannon 

Apparently there is no difficulty with personal data. 
However, how to explain the essence ofjimprovement made heref 

An electronic amplifier is not a piece of equipment whose mode 
of operation may be explained in a few words. Here to my aid came 
the perfector himself. Apparently he is not only a very good con- 
struction man but also an excellent popularizer. 

Let us leave this amplifier alone for a moment and recall 
the mode of operation of an ordinary amplifier. Let us consider 
the intermediate steps between a phonograph record and a loudspeaker. 

First of all, there is the pickup cartridge and needle, _ 
which transforms mechanical oscillations into very small electric 
JOTlses. These impulses are magnified by an amplifier, from which 
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they travel to te loudspeaker system, where they cause acoustic 

effeCttoI was taking this down, our photo-reporter, Iwan Sta- 
nislaus, who was disappointed by the ordinary-looking ^^' 
was walking about the workshop looking for a more interesting object 
to photograph. I, on the other hand,, was thinking about ..how to 
connect the adapter with a cannon or even a machine gun. i-tf. tire- 

less guide sensed it. -   .",'  "<+ ic 
"In many measurements, as in the case.of a,pickup, it is 

necessary to change mechanical oscillations into electric current 
SpSsesf for example, when we try to determine the pressure in 
a gun barrel during, firing, in a shock absorber, and so on. It 
must be realized that these osciallations ^^f *hf r™ 
are much larger•than those which cause irregularities in a record, 
groove. The measurement performed must be much more accurate, 
^or e-ample during firing, which takes an extremely short period 
;? tu e we are Sot only invested in the final maximum pressure 
bJt 21o  in all pressures from firing to the tta«; when the pro- 
iectile leaves the barrel. In this short time, *e have to carry 
out an'infinitely large number.of measurements. This, however, 

cannot be done by a manometer. 

A Ray of Light on Film 

"In this center we have a large number of J5^** m£sJ^ 
ment instruments,"continued comrade Krzyzowski  • -It is ^ be undei- 
stood that the more reliable the measurement, the more accurate 

the results. Therefore, it is an *™-?™*™*Z^o™£.£ 
perfect the instruments. Faced with this problem, also I tried 

my UC""/md with success!» interposed Kpt. mgr. ing. Edward 
O-rodowicz, who had.been listening to our conversation. 

J "The emplifier of comrade Krzyzowski has a measurement^range 
four times  as large as the range of similar equipment Produced by 
the best foreign companies. It is more accurate, cheaper,+and 
easier to service. In addition, it possesses a very ^^^ 
feature for field measurements. It is resistant to shock and weather 

conditions.^   ^ ^    ^ f^  ^ ^^  of tak^ng measure- 

ments said comrade Krzyzowski, coming back to the original theme 
of our conversation. The readers of »Soldier of Freedom» may find 
it interesting, to know what methods are becoming popular now. 

I report this briefly. If we wish to measure the gas pres- 
sure at the time of firing, we insert a special electronic senser 
into a previously prepared recess in the barrel. Under the in- 
fluence1 of thrust on the quartz plate (you may -gard ^t as some 
sort of a piston in a car pressure gauge or, if you P«fjr,a needle 
in a pickup head), tensions are created on the surface of the plate 
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which result in an increase of the electric load. These are sub* 
sequently amplified in the amplifier and relayed to a loop recorder, 
which causes the deflection of a miniature mirror contained in it. 
The rest of the story is similar to the game played by children 
with mirrors and reflected sunlight* the variable light ray is 
recorded in a continuous curve .,6n a film moving at a known speed. 

The. greater the pressure during the experiment, the ten- 
sion on the quartz plate, the increase of the electric load, and 
the deflection of the mirror, pointing towards the film, the greater 
is the deflection of the curve on the film ... 

Well, I sighed with relief at the end of that explanation. 
Then I heard an elated shout from the photo-reporter, who, grin- 
ning boradly from under the table, was pulling out a cross-section 
of the Katiusha warhead. 

"Well, at long last, I have found something which is pho- 
togenic. Tell you what we do: Let's connect the amplifier gaget 
to^this projectile" — and here he gazed at us inquiringly — 
"and we shall take one hell of a picture." "Nothing doing," I 
said, quenching his zeal." "The amplifier must be connected with 
leads. You can't run after the projectile with all this equipment. 
What has electronics to do with honey cakes," I tried to joke. 

"As a matter of fact, it has plenty to do with it," inter- 
posed engineer Andrzej Pillich, who entered the workshop a moment 
ago. "Who said that we have to have leads? What about radiotele- 

metry?" ... 

Informer in a Grenade 

I was all ears. Radiotelemetry — well, I knew the term, Of 
course, I remember reading, that through radiotelemetry — this 
was in connection with the orbiting of Soviet sputniks — one is 
able to obtain exact information about their performance in space. 
While thinking, I casually looked at the grenade and then at the 
engineer, who, as if to guess my thoughts, explained: 

"Well, it's not strictly the same thing," he said. "There 
the range is in millions of kilometers. You must have super- 
smallness and strength, but the problems are related, I assure 
you." Here, the engineer shoxred me a saucer of relatively small 
dimensions. It was a readiotelemetric transmitter. 

»Well, I did have a hunch! lly intuition hasn't failed me," 
Iwan whispered into my ear, setting up his tripod. 

The engineer, seeing his zeal, raised his hands with resig- 
nation and said: "Well, if you insist, take the picture." 

"He is a fine one," I thought, heroically deciding to 
listen to another lecture. "It is the readers who want it, not 
mei" 
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The .Armorers Against Longines 

However, this time there was no lecture. This hellish 
amplifier'was even more involvedt this unimposing apparatus 
mounted together with electronic sensers into the head of a rocket 
projectile such as Katiusha, transmits signals to the transmitter 
on the ground. This, after passing through a special filter and 
the above-mentioned amplifier, enables one:-to perform ballistic 

■measurements over the whole flight path of the projectile. 
A similar type of apparatus, about which we wrote recently, 

was discovered and patented by one of our engineers in the tfrocaw 
Generator Factory, and caused considerable interest at the Inter- 
national Measurement Conference (D-HSCO) in Budapest. Let us recall 
its properties. Its range was a few meters. The transmitter-re- 
ceiver which was designed by the electronic armorers, that is, by 
comrades Pillich and Krzyzowski,.enables one to conduct measurements 
at a distance of many kilometers. No comments are really necessary. 

Maen I was leaving the center, it occurred to me that it 
was a pity that these armorers, as a sideline, do not produce elec- 
tronic watches. They would indeed be better than the well-known 
Sx-dss watch Lohgines. 

However, these army engineers and technicians, as 1 lourici 
out many times, are peculiar ■people: they work at night to solve 
a problem, and after they have solved it they work on another. 

CSO: 18&US 
10,092 
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POLAIID 

USE.OF SilOKS SCREENS AS PROTECTIVE COVER 

[Following is a translation of an article by Tadeusz 
Burakowski in Zolnierz Polski (The. Polish Soldier), 
ITo 10, Warsaw, 5 iiarch 1961, page 1?.] 

Already centuries ago, story-tellers and poets were writing 
about the magic caps which would make.the'wearer'invisible. So 
far, such caps have not been invented. The efforts of learned 
alchemists to invent a miraculous potion which would make an ob- 
ject or a man invisible were in vain. Such a magic fluid would 
come in very handy in the army, not only to help one »evaporate" 
from in front of the corporal's eyes.in a ticklish situation, but, 
above all to disappear from the sight of the enemy. 

llhy are we Camouflaging? 

For many jrears now, single soldiers, smaller or larger^sub- 
units, even larger groups, hide and camouflage themselves, skill- 
fully employing forests, the profile of the terrain, bushes, ra- 
vines, etc. In addition to using the terrain, the weather (fog, 
snow flurry, rain), and the time of the day (dusk, night) is also 
made use of. This has the effect of decreasing the effectiveness 
of the enemy, not only because we_are hiding from his fire, but 
because we are also making it impossible for him to observe us. 
He are forcing the enemy to search for us, we are making it dif- 
ficult for him to discover what our intentions are and to re- 
connoiter our forces and equipment. 

Smoke-- the new Ally. 

Today we have many means of camouflage. Some of them 
have been employed before, with considerable success. Since 
T/orld liar I, the army has gained one more camouflaging weapon — 
smoke. It is a powerful ally of the army, as may be inferred from 
the fact that the ways and means of smoke and fog manufacture 
which were invented and occasionally used towards the end of 
ITorld Uar I, are today widely used and have been improved by all 
the armies of the world. These are the so-called smoke-generat- 
ing means. 
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Smoke Screens,;. 

The smoke generating media are chemical compounds. The 
chemical compounds most often used are: sulfur trioxide, oleum 
(a solution of sulfur trioxide in sulfuric acid), chlorosulfonic 
acid, sulfuryl chloride, persulfuryl chloride, silicic tetrachlo- 
ride, titanic tetrachloride, stannic tetrachlori.de, Berthollet- 
salt, phosphorus, lubricating oil, anthracene mixtures, crude 

oil, and others.   
■'  Smoke generators create so-called smoke screens. According 

tö'tactical requirements, smoke screens should effectively camou- 
flage one's own units against ground, water and air observation, 
ancTshoulcl also blind the enemy. ' .   . 

Smoke screens are made by employing-suitable technical 
means, which are called »smoke-making equipment» (smoke generating 
installations, smoke candles, smoke grenades). Smoke ammunition 
(smoke projectiles and smoke bombs) is also used. 

Smoke venerating apparatus and smoke ammunition were widely 
used on the battlefields during world War II to camouflage one s 
own units and to blind the enemy. Recently, as nuclear weapons 
have been introduced into the complement of weapons, the possi- 
bility of using smoke screens as a defense against the visible 
radiation accompanying a nuclear explosion is being considered. 

TJ3£JieTLSä2l£:. 

Visible radiation, which accounts for about one third of the 
enerr.-r released in a nuclear explosion, is one of the harmful 
effects of a nuclear explosion. It may cause burns of the exposed 
•oarts of the skin and set fire to various materials at.distances 
much neater than the range of action of the shock wave or pene- 
trating radiation. As the strength of the nuclear bomb increases, 
the effective range of light radiation (ultraviolet, visible and 
imrared radiation) increases faster than the increase of the 
effective range of the shock wave, and the problem of defense 
a-ainst this visible radiation becomes more-important.        , 

During'experimental nuclear explosions it was found that tne 
dust or foo- or falling rain' or snow the air contains the more 
visible radiation is absorbed by it. If a bomb whose TNT equi- 
valent is 20,000 tons is .exploded and if the day is sunny,^per- 
sonnel which has not taken cover may suffer second degree ourns 
at a distance of about 2,000 meters from the point of explosion, 
whereas if the day is foggy that distance is reduced to 700meters. 

vased on this experience, artificial smoke and fog, began 
to be used as a defense against visible radiation. The best re- 
sults were obtained with the common thick' smoke which is produced 
when liquid or solid fuels are burned(e.g. coal). Such a smoke 
screen, some tens of meters high and having the same density as 
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a thick fog, may reduce the effective range of visible radiation 
b^ a factor of two or three. 

"'or defense against visible radiation, smoke generating 
equipment of various types may be used. As the attenuation of vi- 
sible radiation depends mainly on the density of the smoke screen 
and the path of the radiation with respect to it, for effectively 

i reduciir- the effects of visible radiation, smoke which is one 
and a half to two times as dense as the smoke used for ordinary 
camouflaging purposes is adequate. 

Thus, because of its properties, smokes has advanced to the 
r.-pk of an effective defensive measure, used by both the army 
end bv the Area Anti-Aircraft Defense (TOPL) for protecting the 
population inhabiting areas of strategic importance away from 

the front. 

* 

CSC:  1814-S - MD - 
10,092 
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